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Ladies and Gentlemen,
At the onset of 2014, probably no one imagined the scale
of the challenges that the global economy would be faced with.
During the year, the price of oil more than halved, although it had
been expected to continue growing not that long ago. At the same
time, we witnessed some unprecedented geopolitical turmoil
as an armed conflict – previously believed to be a near impossibility
in modern Europe – became a visible element of our reality, defining
the challenges facing the global economy. For companies in the fuel
and energy segment, including PKN ORLEN, these consist primarily
in highly unpredictable and volatile prices of commodities and
the uncertainty of long-term investment plans.
Operation in this unstable economic and geopolitical environment
is a test of how well a company is prepared to take on the challenges
faced by the industry. We believe that PKN ORLEN has passed the test
– we have been successful in implementing our strategy and taken
additional steps to further build the Company’s value.
To successfully pursue our business objectives, we pay great attention to our employees, whose everyday work is instrumental to the growth and
image of PKN ORLEN. We place much emphasis on a modern management culture based on a codified set of values. Last year, we continued
to work on its reinforcement throughout the ORLEN Group, as we are well aware that the confidence that the rights of all our stakeholders are
respected wherever we carry out our business is particularly valuable in these turbulent times. We believe that a responsible and ethical approach
to the Company’s environment is just as important as stable financial foundations and well-designed investment projects. By combining these
elements we are able to put in practice our credo – ORLEN. We fuel the future – even in the most uncertain of times. We are glad to see that our
sustainable approach to business has been recognised by global organisations – PKN ORLEN has been the only company in the region to be awarded
The World’s Most Ethical Company title by the US-based Ethisphere Institute.
Last year saw us revise the PKN ORLEN strategy for 2014–2017, under which we intend to further diversify our revenue sources and focus on
the most promising markets. The strategy’s key objective is to minimise risks and ensure stable growth for the Company in any macroeconomic
scenario that may materialise. In the first year of the strategy, PKN ORLEN generated a LIFO-based EBITDA (operating profit before depreciation
and amortisation, net of non-cash effect of inventory revaluation and impairment of non-current assets) of PLN 5.2bn, with positive contributions
from all business segments: Downstream, Retail and Upstream. As the Company’s strategy accounts for the suppressed consumption of fuels,
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refining overcapacity and the mounting pressures on margins caused by the shale revolution in the United States, we resolved to adjust our
planned cash flows to reflect the actual market conditions, which led to the recognition in 2014 of impairment losses on non-current assets
of approximately PLN 5.4bn, including PLN 4.2bn on the ORLEN Lietuva Group’s assets. These non-cash operations had no effect on day-to-day
activities of the ORLEN Group.
Considering our stable financial position secured in recent years, by 2017 we plan to spend more than PLN 12bn on investments, principally
in growth-oriented projects. Importantly, many of these projects are already running. With the CCGT unit in Włocławek scheduled to come online
this year, a similar facility to be constructed in Płock, and upgrade of existing installations, the capacity of the ORLEN Group’s power generating
assets in Poland will exceed 1.5 GWe in three years. In the petrochemical segment, we seek to strengthen our position through such initiatives
as the Metathesis Unit project. We have also been taking consistent steps to develop our retail sales network, which for years now has earned
us the position of an undisputed leader in the region. In an effort to diversify our operations, we are also developing the Upstream business,
regularly monitoring opportunities to acquire upstream companies in North America. Last year, we acquired Birchill Exploration, a Canadian
company, doubling our 2P oil and gas reserves to some 50 million boe and expanding the know-how necessary to carry out hydrocarbon
exploration projects in Poland.
However, the successful pursuit of our strategic business objectives would not have been possible without a simultaneous effort to maintain sound
financial ratios. By diversifying our financing sources, we were able to build a strong platform for the implementation of our ambitious investment
plans for the coming years and reinforce our reputation as a reliable partner on financial markets. This is confirmed by the current valuation
of our shares – an effect of the steps taken as part of our strategy, under which we had committed to achieving an average LIFO-based EBITDA
of PLN 5.1bn and a steady growth of dividend per share. As a result of consistent implementation of the adopted policy and the macroeconomic
improvement seen in H2 2014, driven by growing refining margins, in 2014 the PKN ORLEN stock appreciated in value by 19%. This is an excellent
result, especially when viewed against the stock price performance of other oil companies in Central and Eastern Europe: Hungary’s MOL (-20%)
and Austria’s OMV (-37%).
I would like to express my gratitude to our employees, whose commitment is the driving force behind the stable growth in our Company’s value.
I would also like to thank members of the Supervisory Board for their support, and our Shareholders for the trust they invariably place in PKN ORLEN.

Jacek Krawiec

CEO, President of the PKN ORLEN Management Board
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WHO WE ARE

P

KN ORLEN is an international fuel and energy group, which
for the last eight years has been continuously named
the most valuable Polish brand. We are the only company
in Poland to be included in the Fortune 500 list of the world’s largest
corporations, and we consistently top the Polityka and Rzeczpospolita
rankings of the largest companies in Poland. For the last two years,
we have also been listed among the most ethical global businesses,
as selected by the Ethisphere Institute. What is more, we are repeatedly

named the best employer in Poland, and the fourth consecutive
Top Employers Polska certificate is proof that our HR policies meet
the highest standards. PKN ORLEN has been listed on the Warsaw
Stock Exchange for 16 years, and is currently included in the WIG20
and WIG30 indices, as well as the RESPECT Index for socially responsible
companies. Our investor relations and quality of our financial reports
published on the WSE have been viewed for years by both analysts
and investors as being among the best of its kind.

BUSINESS
PROFILE

TOP 10 PRODUCTS
based on share in revenue

THE LARGEST COMPANY IN POLAND AND CENTRAL EUROPE

323

FORTUNE

500
GLOBAL

Place on the Fortune Global 500 list,
based on 2013 revenue

1999
PKN ORLEN shares ﬂoated on the Warsaw Stock Exchange

DIESEL OIL
GASOLINE
HEAVY FUEL OIL
LPG
AVIATION FUEL (JET-A1)
LIGHT FUEL OIL

MARKET CAPITALISATION:

PLN

20.9bn

As at December 30th 2014
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BITUMENS
ETHYLENE
PTA
BENZENE

VALUE CHAIN

SHAREHOLDING STRUCTURE

27.5%

72.5%
Free ﬂoat

State Treasury

UPSTREAM
Upstream operations in Canada
One of key holders
of licences for shale gas
exploration in Poland

DOWNSTREAM

REVENUE
by country in 2014

Leader of the region’s reﬁning market,
with reﬁneries in Poland, Lithuania
and the Czech Republic
Integrated reﬁning, petrochemical
and power generating assets and
an extensive network of fuel storage
facilities and pipelines
Leader of the Polish and Lithuanian
fuel sales markets and a key player
in the neighbouring countries

19.6%
42.2%

8.2%
11.9%
POLAND
GERMANY
CZECH REPUBLIC
LITHUANIA, LATVIA, ESTONIA

18.1%

Largest petrochemical manufacturer
in Poland with a strong position
in Europe

RETAIL
Regional leader with approximately 2,700
service stations and the most valuable
Polish brand, worth PLN 4.4bn
Competitive non-fuel product mix
and Poland’s largest catering chain
− 1,250 Stop Cafe and Stop Cafe
Bistro locations

OTHER
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Given the present market conditions, we believe that the recent developments in our industry are becoming the new reality.
Accordingly, we have decided to revise our current strategic assumptions and bring them in line with the changing market
conditions. The vision of the Group’s growth has not changed dramatically, as the Downstream business still remains at the core
of its foundation. We perceive the Downstream segment as an integrated value chain, with interrelated operations in refining
and petrochemical production, whose efficiency is to be further supported by state-of-the-art industrial power generation and
strong market position. In the Retail segment, drawing on our competitive advantages – a modern service station network, loyal
customers, and strong brand, we will further build our position on promising growth markets. The final element of the Group
development concept is sustainable growth of the Upstream segment. We continue to explore for hydrocarbons in our licence
areas in Poland and carry out hydrocarbon production in Canada. I do believe that our initiatives and the projects we are pursuing
will pave the way to further effective and steady value growth.
Jacek Krawiec
CEO, President of the PKN ORLEN Management Board

ORLEN GROUP STRATEGY
for 2014-2017

VALUE CREATION

FINANCIAL STRENGTH

PEOPLE

EBITDA: PLN 5.1bn1

DIVIDEND: higher DPS 2

VALUES: ORLEN

1) Annual average LIFO-based EBITDA (operating proﬁt before depreciation and amortisation,
with inventory valued using the LIFO method) in 2014-2017.
2) DPS – dividend per share.
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PILLARS OF ORLEN’S STRATEGY
Value creation

People

• Focus on securing a strong position on large and promising
growth markets, strong customer-oriented approach, operational
excellence, strengthening the integrated value chain, and
sustainable development of upstream operations.

• Responsibility for people, the environment and trading partners:
no tolerance for accidents, responsible approach to local
communities, the natural environment and trading partners;
focus on human capital and innovation: consistent efforts
to build an experienced and competent team, stable increase
in research and development spending and implementation
of innovative solutions.

Financial strength
• Consistent increase in dividend per share; decisions on dividend
distribution reflecting security of the Group’s financial standing
and macro forecasts.

CAPEX

CAPEX
by investment type in 2014-2017 [PLNbn]

CAPEX
by country in 2014-2017 [%]

• PLN 10.8bn development budget and PLN 5.5bn maintenance
spending in 2014-2017; flexible investment approach pegged
to ORLEN’s financial performance.

] 6.4 [

] 1.2 [ ] 3.2 [

Growth capex

] 10.8 [

Upstream

Retail

Downstream:
[3.2] – Power generation
[1.6] – Reﬁnery
[1.6] – Petrochemicals

] 5.5 [

Replacement
and regulatory investments
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65%
16%
15%
2%
2%

100% = PLN 16.3bn

POLAND
CZECH REPUBLIC
CANADA
GERMANY
LITHUANIA

OUR STRATEGY

STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION
BY SEGMENT
Downstream
In the Downstream segment (refining, petrochemicals, power
generation), value creation is to be achieved through integrated
value chain management, development of the product portfolio,
and increase in the conversion ratio. Consistent improvement in key
efficiency indicators as well as organisational structure optimisation
and asset restructuring are expected to foster operational excellence
%
of the segment.

19

Redukcja emisji

Redukcja emisji

[

LIFO-BASED EBITDA GROWTH
[PLNbn]

[

SHARE OF POLISH FUEL MARKET
PLN
bn
[%]

Alignment
the sales models with the best practices and strengthtlenków of
azotu
pyłów
ening of the position in the domestic markets should translate into
better sales efficiency.

[

Employees trained in 2014
2013

[

2.4

3.9

2013

Average
2014–2017

[

NON-FUEL MARGIN GROWTH
[index]
Value creation
in the Retail
segment
is to be driven
by the development
Nakłady
na rozwój
segmentu
Downstream
(2014-2017)
p.p.
of the network of modern CODO service stations, development
EBITDA
GROWTH
2013
of the DOFO channel, and higher fuel2017
sales in the domestic markets
[PLNbn]
(Poland, the Czech Republic, Lithuania, Germany).

HIGHER SHARE
OF RETAIL
SALES
Best practices
put forward
IN DOMESTIC MARKETS [%] 1

+6 p.p.

2013

1.3

2017

300+

In 2014-2017, the Company plans to allocate PLN 6.4bn to the development of the Downstream segment. Growth-oriented projects will
involve improvement
of refinery
yields,
extension of the value chain
HIGHER
SHARE OF
RETAIL
SALES
of traineeship
and[%]
internship
1 and programmes
IN
DOMESTIC
MARKETS
in Participants
the
petrochemicals
area (polyethylene
metathesis projects),
and industrial cogeneration in the power generation area (Włocławek
and Płock CCGT units).

3,600

Building new capacities in the power generation segment, i.e. Włocławek
Workplace
safety
reports
and suggestions
(463 MWe) and Płock (596
MWe) CCGT
units,
and upgrading
existing
submitted
byitsemployees
assets will allow the Company to reduce energy
intensity of
operations
p.p.cogeneration.
14.1 the development +2.9
and to continue
of industrial
.
2013
2017
1) Poland, the Czech Republic, Lithuania, Germany.

Capital expenditure on the development
of the Upstream segment (2014-2017)

10,8 mld [PLNRetail 6,4 mld PLN
+6
5,5 mld PLN 60
[
26
[ 100
+29

naFUEL
rozwójMARKET
SHARE OFNakłady
POLISH
[%]
Nakłady na inwestycje

4,000+
60

3.2

PLN

6.4 bn

Capital expenditure on the development of the Downstream
segment (2014-2017)

PLN

1.2 bn

36

2013

[

2017

1.5
Average
million2014–2017
tonnes

NON-FUEL MARGIN G
[index]

[

[

100
2013
EBITDA
GROWTH
[PLNbn]

HYDROCARBON PRO
[million boe/year] 2

0
2013

ORLEN Group total sales volume in 2014

HYDROCARBON PRODUCTION
[million boe/year] 2
+2.9 p.p.

14.1
2013

2017

1) Poland, the Czech Republic, Lithuania, Germany.

0.1
2013

2) Hydrocarbon production in Poland an
and 5.8 million boe/year, respectively.

Plans for the Retail segment include the launch of new products
6.0
0.1
and services. The Company expects to further leverage the potential
2013
of its loyalty scheme and expand2017
its e-commerce services, which
2) Hydrocarbon
productioninto
in Poland
and Canadaininthe
2017service
at 0.2 million
boe/yearsales volumes
should
translate
an
increase
stations’
and 5.8 million boe/year, respectively.
and non-fuel margins by 2017.
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3,600

Workplace safety reports and suggestions
submitted by employees
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[

PLN

6.4 bn

Capital expenditure on the development of the Downstream
segment (2014-2017)

SHARE OF POLISH FUEL MARKET
[%]

PLN

1.2 bn

[

[

[

900+

NON-FUEL MARGIN GROWTH
+6 p.p.
[index] 60
2013

[

IN DOMESTIC MARKETS [%] 1

p.p.

017

ALES

1

9 p.p.

17

19 %

ukcja emisji
pyłów

0,8
mld PLN
12

[
[

100

100

+29

2013

2017

sand boe/day, with a concurrent growth of 2P (proved and probable)
reserves to 53m boe in 2017.

[

0.1

2.4
EBITDA GROWTH
2013
[PLNbn]
2013

6.0
3.9

2017
Average
2) Hydrocarbon production in Poland and Canada2014–2017
in 2017 at 0.2 million boe/year

2013

PLN

3.2
1.3 bn

1.5
Average
2014–2017

1.5

Capital expenditure
on the development
Average
2013
of the Upstream segment (2014-2017)
2014–2017

6,4 mld PLN

Nakłady na rozwój segmentu Downstream (2014-2017)

6.0

2013

2017

[

The ORLEN Group plans to allocate PLN 3.2bn to the development
of the Upstream segment by 2017. The Group’s strategy assumes
drilling 147 boreholes in Poland and Canada by the end of 2017.

EBITDA GROWTH
[PLNbn]
As part of value creation initiatives, we may also pursue opportunistic

and 5.8 million boe/year, respectively.

EBITDA GROWTH
[PLNbn]
1.3

0.1

2) Hydrocarbon production in Poland and Canada in 2017 at 0.2 million boe/year
and 5.8 million boe/year, respectively.

Value creation in the Retail segment is expected to result in an annual
average EBITDA of PLN 1.5bn.

[

HYDROCARBON PRODUCTION
[million boe/year] 2

LIFO-BASED EBITDA GROWTH

PLN 1.2bn will be allocated to the development of the Retail segment
[PLNbn]
in 2014-2017, including such projects as the opening of convenience
stores
and new Stop Cafe
and Small Quality Service Restaurant (QSR)
HYDROCARBON
PRODUCTION
+2.9 p.p.
14.1
2
[millionoutlets,
boe/year]
catering
as well as
the expansion of the service station network
2013
2017
in Poland 2.4
and
the Czech Republic and3.9
rebranding of selected Bliska
Average
stations
to
ORLEN.
2013
1) Poland,
the Czech Republic, Lithuania, Germany.
2014–2017

[

+29

2013
Production in Canada is expected to2017
be further increased to 16 thou-

Employees 2017
involved in the Employee
Volunteering Programme

LIFO-BASED EBITDA GROWTH
[PLNbn]
HIGHER SHARE OF RETAIL SALES

Upstream
In the Upstream segment, we plan to follow a sustainable organic
growth strategy in Poland by focusing on the most promising
areas. PKN ORLEN will continue oil and gas exploration operations
as well as activities designed to adjust production technologies
to the characteristics of unconventional hydrocarbon deposits.

Capital expenditure on the development
of the Retail segment (2014-2017)

RKET

NON-FUEL MARGIN GROWTH
[index]

[

asset acquisitions, depending on free cash flows available to the Group.
We assume that the Upstream segment will generate annual average
LIFO-based EBITDA of PLN 0.4bn.

EBITDA GROWTH
[PLNbn]0
2013

0.4
Average
2014–2017

0

0.4

2013

Average
2014–2017

OUR STRATEGY

[

SUMMARY OF STRATEGIC ACTIVITIES in 2014

VALUE CREATION

FINANCIAL STRENGTH

PEOPLE

LIFO-BASED EBITDA:
PLN 5.2bn1

Secured diversiﬁed
funding

The World’s Most Ethical Company 2014
(Ethisphere Institute)

Production in Canada increased
to 8.4 thousand boe/day

Financial leverage:
33.0%

Top Employer Polska 2014

ORLEN – the most valuable brand in Poland,
worth PLN 4.4bn

Dividend paid:
PLN 1.44 per share

ORLEN Warsaw Marathon

1) Before impairment losses on property, plant and equipment; in 2014, total impairment losses amounted to PLN (-)5.4bn and included primarily impairment losses on the ORLEN Lietuva
Group’s assets of PLN (-)4.2bn and on the Unipetrol Group’s assets of PLN (-)0.8bn, recognised in Q2 2014, as well impairment losses on the assets of the ORLEN Upstream Group in Canada
of PLN (-)0.3bn, recognised in Q4 2014.
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STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION BY SEGMENT:

DOWNSTREAM
LIFO-BASED EBITDA growth of PLN 1.8bn (y/y).
0.3 pp (y/y) increase in white products yield, to 76.7%,
and 1.8 pp (y/y) reduction in energy intensity ratio.
4.4 pp increase in capacity utilisation of the Oleﬁns
Complex, to 83.4%, and 0.6 pp reduction in energy
intensity ratio, to 23.9%.
Construction of new generating capacities – continuation
of the Włocławek CCGT construction project (463 MWe),
and launch of the Płock CCGT construction project (596 MWe).
Contract signed for a licence and front-end engineering
design for the Metathesis Unit

RETAIL

19

Year-on-year improvement in fuel margins on the Polish,
German and Czech markets, with margins%
falling
non-fuel
Redukcja emisji on the Lithuanian market; improvement
Redukcja in
emisji
margins across all markets.
tlenków azotu
pyłów
Launch of a pilot programme with Eurocash and TESCO
to test a new format of convenience stores at the ORLEN
service stations.
1,250 Stop Cafe and Stop Cafe Bistro outlets in Poland,
byrozwój
203 year on year.
mld PLN
Nakładyupna

Nakłady na inwestycje

UPSTREAM

10,8
5,5 mld PLN

Focus on the most promising unconventional hydrocarbon
areas and further development of conventional projects.
Acquisition of a 100% interest in another production
company, Birchill Exploration Limited Partnership
of Canada.
drilled, including 7 vertical and 4 horizontal
Employees trained11
in boreholes
2014
wells, and 3 hydraulic fracturing operations performed
as at the end of 2014.
Average output in 2014 at 5.8 thousand boe/day.
.

4,000+
300+

Participants of traineeship and internship programmes

3,600
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Workplace safety reports and suggestions
submitted by employees

CSR STRATEGY

I

n pursuing its business strategy, the Company follows
a policy of delivering value growth while acting to promote
interests of all groups of stakeholders (including employees,
customers, shareholders, local communities and other parties), based
on sustainable and responsible use of resources. Our 2015-2017 CSR
strategy focuses on building corporate culture and securing professional
and personal advancement opportunities for our employees in parallel
with the Company’s stable development. The strategy sets specific
targets for individual business areas until 2017 and introduces KPI
metrics which ensure efficient progress monitoring and assessment.
In November 2014, the Supervisory Board established a Corporate
Social Responsibility Committee, responsible for supporting
the Company’s strategic goals by incorporating social, ethical
and environmental objectives in its operations and relations with
stakeholders. The Committee also supervises the implementation
PLN
bnResponsibility Strategy and monitors corporate
of the
Corporate Social
management
practices
with ‘The Core Values and
Capital expenditure onfor
thecompliance
development
of the Upstream
segment
Standards
of Conduct
of PKN(2014-2017)
ORLEN’.

3.2

In line with the new Corporate Social Responsibility Strategy,
the Company seeks not only to observe all relevant standards, but
PLN
also to create mld
them. The
‘Responsible Business in Poland: Best Practices’
report
prepared
by
the
Responsible
Business Forum
contained as much
Nakłady na rozwój segmentu Downstream
(2014-2017)
as 26 best practices put forward by PKN ORLEN.

6,4
26

Best practices put forward
Our concern for people is reflected in social initiatives carried out
by the Company and the ORLEN Gift from the Heart Foundation.
As a publicmillion
benefit organisation,
tonnesthe Foundation is a crucial element
of our CSR efforts, whose main mission is to engage in activities
ORLEN Group total sales volume in 2014
fostering equal opportunities for children deprived of the care
of their natural parents, and to develop active partnership with local
communities.

36
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The Foundation pursues these goals by initiating and carrying
out its own programmes, as well as by financing projects which
are consistent with its objectives but run by other NGOs or localgovernment institutions. The Fund’s beneficiaries include first and
foremost children and their guardians in foster family group homes,
talented youth and NGOs involved in initiatives promoting education,
health protection, public security and culture, as well as national
heritage protection. The Company communicates its corporate
social responsibility initiatives through regular CSR reports, which
since 2008 have been prepared in line with the Global Reporting
Initiative standards.

OUTLOOK – DEVELOPMENT PROSPECTS
FOR THE ORLEN GROUP

In the macroeconomic environment, we expect crude
oil prices to rise in the longer time horizon on the back
of the anticipated economic recovery, with downstream
margins remaining stable. The planned maintenance
shutdowns in 2015 will be lesser in scope than those
completed in 2014. On the regulatory side, two issues
are particularly worthy of note. Firstly, thanks to the
amended act on mandatory stocks, we will be able to
release tied-up capital. Secondly, we expect that the new
regulations introducing the requirement to make deposits
and obtain a licence in order to engage in fuel trading will
stall the development of the grey market.
Sławomir Jędrzejczyk
Vice-President of the PKN ORLEN Management Board,
Chief Financial Officer

In the near future, the key drivers of the Group’s development will be:
• Macroeconomic factors:
– crude oil prices and the Brent/Urals differential: crude oil prices
expected to stabilise at current levels, then go up on the back
of economic recovery, with geopolitical risks as a possible
contributor to their growth,
– model downstream margin: expected to remain flat year on year
due to the anticipated increase in crude oil prices paired with
higher fuel and petrochemical product consumption,
– better EUR/PLN exchange rate driven by higher-than-expected
growth rate of Poland’s economy compared with Western
European markets, partially attributable to EU funding; the PLN
exchange rate also benefits from the improving image of the
Polish market, currently considered a ‘better emerging market’,
which lowers the risk of foreign capital outflow.
• Market trends and competition:
– expected acceleration of GDP growth in Poland and on
the Group’s other markets, driving up consumption of fuels
and other ORLEN products.
• Regulatory environment:
– halting the development of the grey market for fuels, resulting
in higher consumption correlated with GDP growth,
– amended act on mandatory stocks: optimisation of mandatory
stock levels reducing the capital employed, obligation to include
emission charges in fuel sale prices,
– continued support for high-efficiency cogeneration – electricity
cogenerated with heat.
• The Group’s investments:
– Downstream: continued work on the denitrification, dust
removal and flue gas desulfurization units at the Płock CHP Plant,
construction of the Metathesis project in Płock, construction
of the PE3 unit at Unipetrol, completion of construction work
on the CCGT plant in Włocławek and launch of a similar project
in Płock,
– Retail: construction of over 30 service stations in Poland, Germany
and the Czech Republic and rebranding of several dozen Polish
Bliska stations to ORLEN,
– Upstream: planned execution of new shale gas exploration
projects in Poland and flexible allocation of expenditure
on production in Canada, taking account of prevailing crude
and gas prices.
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In 2015, capital expenditure will total PLN 3.8bn, of which
PLN 2.5bn will be allocated for growth-oriented projects, and
PLN 1.3bn − for maintenance and regulatory investments. Over
65% of capital expenditure (PLN 2.5bn) will be spent in Poland,
with further 18% earmarked for the Czech Republic and 10%
− for Canada.

2015 CAPEX – growth oriented
and regulatory investment projects [PLNbn]

Development

] 2.5 [

] 3.8 [

2015 CAPEX
by country [%]

] 66% [
Downstream

]

9% [

Retail

] 25%[

CANADA

0.4

LITHUANIA

0.1

Maintenance
and regulatory

]

1.3

[

Upstream

2.5
POLAND

GERMANY

CZECH REPUBLIC

16

0.1

0.7

OUR STRATEGY
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Ladies and Gentlemen,
It gives me great pleasure to say that 2014 was a good year for PKN
ORLEN despite the increasingly uncertain business environment and
unstable commodity markets, as well as the necessity to recognise
impairment losses on non-current assets, which was due to external
circumstances.
Consistently pursuing key objectives under the PKN ORLEN strategy for
2014–2017, the Company concentrated on diversifying its operations
and financing sources, seeking market and product synergies, and
carrying out its investment plans. Ownership and organisational
changes were continued within ORLEN Group companies. With
the shareholders’ interests and shareholder value growth in mind, the
Company maintained a transparent dividend policy. More focus was
placed on research and development, which may drive up the value
of our assets in the long term. As a result, the ORLEN Group’s
operating foundations and future prospects are stable and offer
further potential for development, encouraging investors to put their
trust in our Company, as evidenced by the market valuation of our
stock and successful bond offerings.
The ORLEN Group takes care to meet the best standards in corporate governance by communicating openly with its market environment.
The Company has been strengthening its position in this area for many years, developing and creating new channels of communication with
stakeholders through various initiatives, such as the adoption of a new reporting framework in line with the guidelines of the International
Integrated Reporting Council and Global Reporting Initiative. Our unwavering focus on observing the highest standards in investor relations has
been repeatedly recognised by independent expert bodies.
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In the course of its business, the Company is especially committed to corporate social responsibility, supporting important CSR initiatives, promoting
healthy lifestyles and helping those in need. We are also dedicated to enabling professional development of our employees, training leaders
and creating a friendly working environment. In addition, we are involved in a continuous dialogue with trade unions.
We are well-prepared to meet the challenges that the current year will bring. The ORLEN Group will respond to this uncertain environment
by pursuing its strategy, which will enable us to ensure consistent value growth, react flexibly to changing conditions, and capture the opportunities
offered by the market. We intend to continue our current investment and growth policy, which is based on a cautious approach and optimising
risks, diversifying our business and maintaining sound financial ratios. I believe that it will bring us further success.

Angelina Sarota

Chairwoman of the Supervisory Board of PKN ORLEN
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In 2014, PKN ORLEN followed the Code of Best Practice for WSE Listed
Companies effective on the Warsaw Stock Exchange. Key initiatives
undertaken by PKN ORLEN for its shareholders and investors in 2014
included:
• announcing the strategy for 2014-2017,
• paying dividend of PLN 1.44 per share,
• issuing Eurobonds worth EUR 500m,
• closing the public bond issue programme addressed to retail
investors; six bond series with an aggregate value of PLN 1bn were
issued under the programme in 2013 and 2014; the bonds are
traded on the Catalyst market.

[

The rules of operation for PKN ORLEN’s governing bodies are specified in:
• The Company’s Articles of Association,
• Rules of Procedure for the General Meeting of Shareholders of PKN
ORLEN,
• Rules of Procedure for the Supervisory Board of PKN ORLEN,
• Rules of Procedure for the Management Board of PKN ORLEN.
The documents are available at www.orlen.pl, in the “Company”
(under “Corporate Bylaws”) and “Investor Relations” (under “General
Meetings”) sections.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AT PKN ORLEN

General Meeting
of Shareholders
Audit Committee
Nomination
and Remuneration
Committee
Supervisory Board
Corporate
Governance
Committee

PKN ORLEN
Management Board
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Strategy
and Development
Committee

Corporate Social
Responsibility
Committee

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

For an amendment to PKN ORLEN’s Articles of Association to take
effect, a relevant resolution must be adopted by the General Meeting
and a relevant entry must be made in the Register of Entrepreneurs.
The General Meeting’s resolution to amend the Articles of Association
is passed by a majority of three-quarters of votes. The General Meeting
may authorise the Supervisory Board to prepare the consolidated text
of the amended Articles of Association or to make other wording
amendments, as specified in a resolution of the General Meeting.

Following entry of the amended Articles of Association in the Register
of Entrepreneurs, a relevant current report on the subject is published
by PKN ORLEN.

PKN ORLEN SUPERVISORY BOARD*

PKN ORLEN MANAGEMENT BOARD*

Sections “Company” and “Investor Relations” of the www.orlen.pl
corporate website contain the most current information on the composition of the Company’s Supervisory Board and Management Board,
as well as annual reports on the Company’s compliance with the Code
of Best Practice for WSE Listed Companies.

Angelina Anna Sarota
Chairwoman of the Supervisory Board

Dariusz Jacek Krawiec
President of the Management Board, CEO

Leszek Jerzy Pawłowicz
Deputy Chairman of the Supervisory Board

Sławomir Jędrzejczyk
Vice-President of the Management Board, Chief Financial Officer

Adam Ambrozik
Secretary of the Supervisory Board

Piotr Chełmiński
Member of the Management Board, Development
and Power Generation

Maciej Bałtowski
Member of the Supervisory Board
Cezary Banasiński
Independent Member of the Supervisory Board

Krystian Pater
Member of the Management Board, Production
Marek Podstawa
Member of the Management Board, Sales

Grzegorz Borowiec
Member of the Supervisory Board
Artur Gabor
Member of the Supervisory Board
Radosław L. Kwaśnicki
Member of the Supervisory Board
Cezary Możeński
Member of the Supervisory Board
* As at April 13th 2015.
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OPERATIONS OF THE ORLEN
OPERATIONS
GROUP
OF THE ORLEN
IN
GROUP
2014
IN 2014
COMPETITION
Refineries
Among the ORLEN Group’s major competitors in Central and Eastern
Europe are:
• Grupa LOTOS’ refinery in Gdańsk, the second largest refinery
in Poland.
• Total Group’s Mitteldeutschland refinery in Leuna/Spergau, the most
advanced refinery in Germany.
• PCK refinery in Schwedt, owed by Shell, BP, Eni, Total, and Rosneft.
• Slovnaft refinery, an integrated refining and petrochemical group
with a leading position in the Slovak Republic.
• Mozyr refinery, a leading refinery in Belarus.

Retail
• The ORLEN Group is the leading player on Poland’s retail market, with
BP, Grupa Lotos, Shell, Statoil, and Lukoil as its main competitors.
• Germany has one of the largest and most mature retail fuel sales
markets in Europe; ORLEN Deutschland’s major competitors include
international networks Aral, Shell, Esso, Total, and JET.
• On the Czech market, the second largest network of service stations,
after the ORLEN Group, is operated by the Hungarian MOL Group
comprising Slovnaft, Lukoil, Agip, and Pap Oil networks; other
important players on this fuel market include OMV, Shell, and
Euro Oil.
• The ORLEN Group’s main competitors in Lithuania are Lukoil, Statoil,
and Neste.

exploration projects in Poland following a revision of their strategies
or decision to concentrate on more promising exploration plays
elsewhere in the world.

ORLEN GROUP
DOWNSTREAM OPERATIONS
Low crude prices are a fact and likely to remain so in 2015 and 2016.
This is how long it will take for the market to absorb the current
supply glut and non-OPEC producers to reduce their output.
The OPEC cartel has already made the decision to keep producing
at current levels (at least for the time being), and the burden
of adjustment has now been passed onto the flexible US market.
The adjustment process will take time and be anything but smooth,
because action on the other side of the Atlantic will only affect the
future production potential unlike OPEC measures, which have
immediate effect. The earliest oil prices are likely to return into
an uptrend is 2017, with the strength of the upturn depending
on the scale of the adjustment, which we are unable to predict
today. We may see a great deal of volatility in oil prices and refining
margins under the pressure of excess capacity.
Adam Czyżewski
Chief Economist, PKN ORLEN

Upstream
According to data available as at December 31st 2014, there were
146 valid and effective licences issued by the Minister of the
Environment for the exploration and/or appraisal of gas and oil
deposits in Poland. Based on the Ministry of the Environment’s
information, as at December 31st 2014, 67 exploration wells had
been drilled in search for shale gas by gas and oil exploration and
appraisal companies operating in Poland, including ORLEN Upstream,
Lane Energy, PGNiG, Marathon Oil, BNK Petroleum, San Leon Energy,
Talisman Energy, Chevron Corp., ENI, ExxonMobil, and Wisent
Oil & Gas/Petrolinvest. A number of operators have terminated their

The downstream market in 2014 was exposed to high volatility, driven
by challenging macroeconomic conditions in the first half of the year and
by steep oil price declines and rising model refining margins in the second
half. The key driver of trends in the market for refining and petrochemical
products was the developments in the oil market. Lower oil prices are
a consequence of oil oversupply and excess extraction capacities that
have built up during times of high prices (supported by the OPEC), and
are not a transitory phenomenon. In addition to that, deteriorating
growth prospects for the eurozone, China, and the emerging markets
have depressed demand for oil and liquid fuels.
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DOWNSTREAM – PRODUCTION

2014 was a difficult period for the industry, demanding
sustained effort to increase the efficiency of our refining
business. It also demonstrated how unpredictable our
business environment can be. While in the second half
of the year we benefited from a favourable macroeconomic
climate, no firm predictions can be made about future
developments or the direction these developments will set
for the industry. As a commitment for the future, we will
spare no effort to improve energy efficiency, increase process
plant availability, reduce downtime, and enhance safety while
raising high-margin product yields.
Krystian Pater
Member of the Management Board, Production,
PKN ORLEN

TYPES OF REFINERIES
IN EUROPE

LYSEKIL

MAZEIKAI

GOTEBORG

WILHELMSHAVEN
HAMBURG
SCHWEDT

GDAŃSK

GELSENKIRCHEN

LITVINOV

KARLSRUHE

TRZEBINIA

JEDLICZE

KRALUPY
INGLOSTADT
BRATYSŁAWA

DROHOBYCZ

SZAZHALOMBATTA

SUPERSITE – a deep-conversion reﬁnery of a strategic
importance, integrated with petrochemical operations
GOLD – deep-conversion, complex assets with the potential
to make very good returns, often in an advantaged location
SILVER – less complex assets capable of making
adequate returns
NICHE – sites which support petrochemical operations,
manufacture speciality products, or have niche markets
Reﬁneries not included in the list

Source: In-house analysis based on Wood Mackenzie.
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MOZYR

PŁOCK

LEUNA
GODORF

A primary source of pressure on the European downstream
industry is the excess refining capacity on the continent,
estimated to exceed the demand for fuels by more than 10%.
In Europe, capacity utilisation remained low in 2014, with further
cuts expected in the coming years. A total of 21 refineries, with
an aggregate capacity of approximately 2 mbd, were closed
down between 2010 and 2014. Although the macroeconomic
climate improved in the second half of 2014, the structural
shifts in the fuel market, induced by the lost ability to sell
surplus gasoline on the US market and growing competition
from fuel producers in Russia and the Middle East, may lead
to shutdowns of further refineries which process Brent crude,
mainly into gasoline, have no integrated petrochemical or retail
operations, and lack advantage in logistics.

NOWOPOLOCK

HEIDE

POLAND
CZECH REPUBLIC
LITHUANIA
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T

he ORLEN Group
manages
refining assets
and is the
leading
Na rozwój
segmentu
Wydobycie
do 2017
r.
fuel producer in Poland, Lithuania and the Czech Republic.
The key commercial refining products of the ORLEN Group
include gasoline, diesel oil, light fuel oil, Jet A-1, LPG, and heavy fuel oil.

The refinery receives crude oil supplies by sea, via the Būtingė Terminal.
At present, the ORLEN Lietuva Group is implementing efficiency
programmes, which focus on increasing the depth of conversion and
fuel yields and reducing energy intensity of the production processes.

[ 32.4 million tonnes [

The Unipetrol Group processes crude oil in the Kralupy and Litvinov
refineries. Following the increase in Unipetrol’s equity interest in Česka
Rafinérská a.s. under the agreement executed with Shell in 2013,
the Unipetrol Group’s annual production capacity rose to 5.9m tonnes
as of Q1 2014. The feedstock is received chiefly through the southern
section of the Druzhba pipeline (Litvinov) and TAL and IKL pipelines
(Kralupy). The Litvinov refinery may also receive supplies from TAL and
IKL pipelines. Moving forward with its plan to consolidate the refining
assets, in 2014 Unipetrol acquired a 32.4% interest in Česka Rafinerska
from ENI of Italy. In March 2015, the company obtained final clearance
from the Czech anti-trust authority. Once the transaction is closed,
Unipetrol will become the sole shareholder of Česká Rafinérská.

ORLEN Group total reﬁning capacity

l 500

013 rok

r.

[

wych

rszawie

N

[

l 500

According to the Wood Mackenzie ranking, the Płock refinery is
a Supersite, i.e. a deep conversion refinery of strategic importance,
generating high margins and integrated with petrochemical operations.
Crude oil is transported to the refinery mainly through the Druzhba
of the fuelspipeline.
marketThe
in Lithuania
pipeline and by sea, throughShare
the Gdańsk-Płock
maximum
capacity of the olefins unit, which is of key importance for ORLEN’s
petrochemical operations, is approximately 700 thousand tonnes
of ethylene and approximately 380 thousand tonnes of propylene.
PKN ORLEN-produced monomers are a feedstock for the polymer units
at Basell Orlen Polyolefins (BOP) and the PVC unit at the ANWIL Group.
PKN ORLEN also operates a state-of-the-art PX/PTA unit, with a capacity
Lider sieci stacji paliw na rynku paliwowym w Polsce
of 400 thousand tonnes of paraxylene, an amount sufficient to produce
600 thousand tonnes of terephthalic acid.

[ 95.7% [

[ 2 692 [
[ 37% [

013 rok

The other PKN ORLEN’s Polish refineries, located in the south of Poland
(Trzebinia and Jedlicze), specialise chiefly in fuel storage and distribution
services, production of biocomponents,
base
oils and
fuel
oils,
as well
Leader on the
Polish
retail
fuel
market
as regeneration of spent oils. In early 2015, these refineries were merged
into a single company trading under the name ORLEN Południe.

[ 8,000 boe/d [

The AB ORLEN Lietuva’s refinery is the second largest ORLEN Group
refinery and the only refinery in the Baltic States (Lithuania, Latvia and
Estonia).
Its production
substantially higher than the local
Average
production
(Q4 capacity
2014) inisCanada
demand, therefore a part of its output is sold in Europe or exported
to other markets by sea.

The ANWIL Group, ranking among the largest chemical companies
in Central Europe, is the only producer of polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
in Poland and the Czech Republic, and one of the leading producers
of sodium hydroxide and fertilizers in Poland. The ANWIL Group’s
annual production capacity totals 1,160 thousand tonnes of nitrogen
fertilizers, approximately 560 thousand tonnes of PVC and granulates,
approximately 360 thousand tonnes of sodium hydroxide, and
approximately 50 thousand tonnes of caprolactam.
The Basell Orlen Polyolefins Group operates process units with
a total annual production capacity of 820 thousand tonnes,
including 320 thousand tonnes of high-density polyethylene (HDPE),
100 thousand tonnes of low-density polyethylene (LDPE) and
400 thousand tonnes of polypropylene. BOP products are marketed
in Poland and abroad.

[ 60.6 % [
Share of the fuel market in Poland

[ 36.3% [
Share of the fuel market in the Czech Republic
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DOWNSTREAM – SALES
DOWNSTREAM – WHOLESALE
OF REFINING PRODUCTS
The main challenge facing the European downstream industry’s
refining segment is shrinking demand, which led to a material
reduction of processing volumes and shut-downs of European
refineries. According to IHS CERA data, the demand for fuels
in Europe has been declining steadily since 2008 − in 2014,
it was 13% lower than six years before, and flat year on year.
The global consumption of diesel oil and gasoline will increase
at a relatively high pace of 1.6% annually, assuming GDP growth.
In the petrochemical area of the downstream industry,
the development of high-margin specialist product mix plays
a vital role in improving the situation of European manufacturers. The enduring gap between polyolefins consumption
in Western Europe and Poland and Central and Eastern Europe
confirms a large development potential for the ORLEN Group.

SHARE OF THE WHOLESALE FUEL MARKET
in Poland, the Czech Republic and Lithuania

GASOLINE

64.7%

2014
2013

2014
2013

+ 4.8pp

+ 0.7pp

35.5%

– 3.8pp

99.3%

Source: In-house analysis.

95.7%

99.7%

CZECH REPUBLIC

60.6%

+ 0.3pp

60.3%

+ 6.5pp

29.0%

POLAND
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59.2%

TOTAL FUELS

58.5%

33.8%

95.5%
2014
2013

– 1.2pp

65.9%

38.6%
In 2014, the ORLEN Group conducted wholesale of refining
products in Poland, the Czech Republic, Germany, Slovakia,
Hungary, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Finland and Ukraine, as well
as (by sea) to West-European cargo-handling terminals. The
Group’s home markets are Poland, Lithuania and the Czech
Republic. ORLEN offers a wide variety of refining products,
including gasolines, diesel oil, jet fuel, heavy and light fuel
oil, as well as an extensive range of non-fuel products and
semi-finished products.

DIESEL OIL

36.3%

+ 6.0pp

30.3%

– 4.0pp

95.7%

99.6%

LITHUANIA

– 3.9pp

OPERATIONS OF THE ORLEN GROUP IN 2014

ORLEN is one of the largest petrochemical companies in Central and
Eastern Europe, the only monomer and polymer producer in Poland, and
the manufacturer of most petroleum products on the Czech market.
On the European market, competitors are companies which manufacture
DOWNSTREAM
– WHOLESALE
and offer the same petrochemical
products.

OF PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCTS
DOWNSTREAM – WHOLESALE
EUROPEAN
PRODUCERS
OF PETROCHEMICAL
PRODUCTS
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DOWNSTREAM
– LOGISTICS INFRASTRUCTURE

T

he strategic location of ORLEN Group companies ensures
good access to raw material and product pipelines, as well
as on-shore and off-shore terminals in Gdańsk and Būtingė.
By using a network of complementary logistics assets, including fuel
terminals, handling terminals, pipeline networks and rail and road
transport, the Group strives for maximum efficiency of transport and
storage of both products and raw materials. Logistics companies
operating in Poland include ORLEN KolTrans and ORLEN Transport,
and in the Czech Republic − Unipetrol Doprava and Petrotrans.

[

STRUCTURE OF FUEL TRANSPORT
IN THE ORLEN GROUP in 2014

PIPELINES

RAILWAY

ROAD
TANKERS

] 54% [

The 2014-2017 strategy provides for further optimisation of logistics,
which is expected to be achieved through alliances and synergies
generated in cooperation with the Group’s strategic partners (PERN, PPL
and ČEPRO), asset upgrades, use of pipelines currently in development
by other logistics operators, and expansion of the handling capacity
of the Świnoujście terminal.

] 24% [

PKN ORLEN

] 22% [
] 38% [
UNIPETROL
Group

] 32% [
] 30% [

ORLEN LIETUVA
Group

] 4% [
] 96%[
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[

LOGISTICS INFRASTRUCTURE USED BY THE ORLEN GROUP
in Poland, the Czech Republic and Lithuania
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DOWNSTREAM – POWER GENERATION
Our response to the volatile and unpredictable macroeconomic
environment lies in the consistent and carefully considered
implementation of investment projects, including new CCGT units
in Włocławek and Płock with a total capacity of more than 1 GWe.
The new investments, totalling nearly PLN 3bn, not only improve
efficiency of our downstream business (both petrochemicals and
refining operations), but also add to Poland’s energy security.
Piotr Chełmiński
Member of the PKN ORLEN Management Board,
Development and Power Generation

Global energy consumption in 2010-2030 is expected to rise at
an annual rate of 1.8-1.9%. At present, more than 80% of the world’s
energy demand is met by the three main fossil fuels: crude oil, natural
gas and coal. While coal still remains the cheapest source of energy,
it will be gradually replaced with natural gas by 2050. It is expected
that as soon as within the next decade gas-based power generation
will start to play the key role in the development of the European
market. Without a doubt, falling crude prices will put a pressure
on the prices of gas. On top of that, shale gas, which has evolved
into a cheap source of energy in the US and Canada, may become
an alternative to coal – all the more so in that it offers a substantial
reduction of carbon emissions.
In 2010-2013, global demand for energy rose at an average rate
of 1.4% per annum, which is expected to increase slightly in 2013-2020
(according to CERA, to approximately 1.6%). Dynamic global growth
is also envisaged for of renewable energy sources (RES). The EU target
for the reduction of carbon emissions has been set at 40% (in relation
to 1990), while the target share of renewables is 27%. Furthermore,
an agreement on reducing greenhouse gas emissions signed between
the US and China, two largest carbon dioxide emitters, is a major
step towards reaching a global consensus on this issue. In Poland,
more than 80% of electricity production is still based on coal, but
the share of renewables is gradually increasing: from 2.4% in 2005
to 10.3% in 2013.
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T

he ORLEN Group is a major producer of electricity and heat
in Poland, largely used by the Group to meet its own needs.
We are also one of the largest consumers of natural gas
in Poland and an active participant in the natural gas deregulation
process. We consistently pursue the strategic objectives identified
in the ORLEN Group’s Strategy for 2014-2017, which provides
for modernisation of the existing assets and building new power
generation capacities based on high-efficiency cogeneration.
Under the ORLEN Group’s Strategy for 2014-2017, which assumes
higher electricity generation volumes, the Company has been
upgrading existing power generation infrastructure and implementing
new investments (CCGT units).
The new projects in Włocławek and Płock are industrial power
generation investments, designed to meet the needs of the ORLEN
Group. Both units will offer exceptionally high efficiency of electricity
generation, low environmental impacts, and high utilisation rate
throughout the year. Electricity produced by the Włocławek and
Płock CCGT units in the high-efficiency heat and power cogeneration
process will be used for the ORLEN Group’s in-house purposes and
sold in the domestic market.
As regards the 463 MWe CCGT project in Włocławek, which
is technologically closely linked to the ANWIL Production Plant,
most of the construction work and deliveries of all key components
were completed in 2014, and the plant is expected to go on stream
in the fourth quarter of 2015.
In the fourth quarter of 2014, the Company signed a contract for
the construction of a 596 MWe CCGT unit in Płock. At the same time,
we took steps to prepare the infrastructure necessary to connect
the new unit, as well as to set up the construction site for the project.
The CCGT unit in Płock is scheduled for completion in the fourth
quarter of 2017.
Installation of flue gas denitrification and dust removal units in CHP
boilers in Płock is also in progress, with completion planned for 2016.
At the same time, the Company is building a wet lime and gypsum
flue gas desulfurization unit for all boilers, which is expected to be
placed in service in 2015.

OPERATIONS OF THE ORLEN GROUP IN 2014

[

POWER GENERATING ASSETS
OF THE ORLEN GROUP
Total electrical capacity
Total thermal capacity

[ 160 MWe [
[ 694 MWt [

CHP plants

ORLEN Lietuva

Projects in progress

ANWIL

PKN ORLEN

[ 112 MWe [
[ 768 MWt [
Litvinov

[ 70 MWe [
[ 280 MWt [

Spolana

Paramo

Energomedia
(Trzebinia)
Raf–Energia
(Jedlicze)

[ 345 MWe [
[2,149 MWt [
[ 596 MWe [
[ 520 MWt [
[ 91.5 MWe [
[ 400 MWt [
[ 463 MWe [
[ 417 MWt [
[ 8 MWe [
[ 90 MWt [
[ 61 MWt [

[ 3 MWe [
[82.8 MWt [
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[ 32.4 million tonnes [
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ORLEN Group total reﬁning capacity

Miejsce na liście Fortune Global 500
wg przychodów za 2013 rok
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[ 95.7% [

[ 1999 r. [

Share of the fuels market in Lithuania

Debiut na Giełdzie Papierów Wartościowych
w Warszawie

In 2014, the Company opened a tender for the upgrade of the CHP
plant at Rafineria Trzebinia. The upgraded CHP plant will have a total
KAPITALIZACJA
RYNKOWA:
electrical
and thermal capacity of approximately 14 MWe and 96 MWt,
respectively. The project is to be launched in the third quarter of 2015
and completed in the fourth quarter of 2017.

[ 20,9 mld PLN [

In connection
with the
entry of Global
PKN ORLEN
Miejsce
naplanned
liście Fortune
500into the electricity
przychodówsigned
za 2013General
rok
trading market, in 2014 thewgCompany
Distribution
Agreements providing for the access to the power grids of each
Distribution System Operator and the balancing of customers. A Central
Trading System has also been put in place for the wholesale business.
On top of that, the Company signed a contract with PSE for electricity
transmission services, which made PKN ORLEN a direct participant
Number of ORLEN Group service stations
in the Balancing Market.

[ 2,692 service stations [

Poland is seeing the development of renewable energy, especially wind
power. In 2014, work on the draft law on renewable energy sources
was under way, which will enable further sustainable development
of RES. After the legislative process is completed, the ORLEN Group
willnadecide
the viability w
of Polsce
RES projects.
Lider sieci stacji paliw
rynkuonpaliwowym

[ 2 692 [

CORE PRODUCTS,
GOODS AND SERVICES
Poland

[ 2 692 [

Lider sieci stacji paliw na rynku paliwowym w Polsce
The current market situation and the impact of maintenance shutdowns
of key production facilities, as well as limited sales on the markets
east of Poland (due to the Ukraine conflict), reduced the ORLEN
Group’s sales of light and middle distillates on the Polish market by
a total of 453 thousand tonnes (y/y). In middle distillates, higher sales
Leader onbythe
PolishJet
retail
volumes of Jet A-1 fuel were achieved
moving
A-1 fuel
salesmarket
from
Petrolot Sp. z o.o. to PKN ORLEN, and also on the back of the rapidly
growing passenger transport market in Poland.

[ 37% [

[ 8,000 boe/d [

Despite the lower sales volumes, the ORLEN Group successfully
expanded its market share. In 2014, PKN ORLEN’s total share of Poland’s
Average
production
2014)
Canada
fuel market
inched up (Q4
by 0.3
p.p. in
and
reached 60.6%.

[ 60.6 % [
Share of the fuel market in Poland

[ 36.3% [

In the Downstream – Petrochemicals segment, the ORLEN Group
reported mainly a growth in fertilizer sales volumes, up 12.5% (y/y),
due to of
greater
availability
production
at the ANWIL Group.
Share
the fuel
marketofin
the Czechfacilities
Republic
PTA sales volumes also increased by 2.7% (y /y), driven by strong sales
in the European market and the non-PET market (including polyester
fibres and foils, powder coatings and resins, plasticisers).
Lower sales of monomers, down 2.5% (y/y), are an effect of the planned
maintenance shutdown of the Olefins Unit in Q3 2014. The shutdown,
combined with the maintenance work on the PVC Unit at the ANWIL
Group, drove down the sales of plastics by 9.0% (y/y).
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[ 2,692 service stations [
Number of ORLEN Group service stations

[ 8,000 boe/d [

[ 2 692 [

Average production (Q4 2014) in Canada
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[ 60.6 % [

Lider sieci stacji paliw na rynku paliwowym w Polsce

Share of the fuel market in Poland

The Baltic States

N

[

014 r.

OWEJ

3[

l 500

The economic downturn and the resulting lower GDP growth
in the Baltic States took a toll on the fuel industry. Furthermore,
unfavourable macroeconomic climate in the first half of 2014 and
aggressive competition from Scandinavian and Belarusian suppliers on
Na rozwój segmentu Wydobycie do 2017 r.
the Latvian and Estonian markets, combined with a decline in exports
by sea, resulted in a downward pressure on the ORLEN Lietuva Group’s
total sales, which dropped by 15.7% (y/y), to 7,475 thousand tonnes.

[ 3,2 mld PLN [

[ 32.4 million tonnes [

On the other hand, sales volumes in Lithuania, which accounts for
60% of the ORLEN Lietuva Group’s total sales, improved significantly
and reached a record-high level, mainly due to higher sales of middle
ORLENremained
Group total
reﬁning
capacity
distillates. The ORLEN Lietuva Group
a leader
of the Lithuanian
fuel sales market, with a share of approximately 95.7% in 2014.

013 rok

r.

[ 95.7% [

[

Share of the fuels market in Lithuania

wych

rszawie

N

The Czech Republic

[

l 500

013 rok

[ 2 692 [

In 2014, the Unipetrol Group closed the acquisition of 16.3% of shares
in Česka Rafinérská from Shell, increasing its annual throughput
Lider sieci stacji paliw na rynku paliwowym w Polsce
capacity to 5.9 million tonnes of crude oil. Despite strong competitive
pressures, the increased production capacity coupled with a favourable
macroeconomic climate and a temporary diesel fuel supply gap in the
Czech Republic translated into a record-high growth in sales volumes.
Higher sales of light and middle distillates (up by 32.8% year on year
and 40.6%, respectively) were
achieved
greater
Leader
on thethanks
Polishtoretail
fuelavailability
market
and higher capacity of production facilities. The strong sales drove
a significant increase in the ORLEN Group’s total share of the Czech
fuel market to 36.3%.

[ 37% [

[ 36.3% [
Share of the fuel market in the Czech Republic
In 2014, the Unipetrol Group continued its cooperation with large
fuel companies and hypermarket chains. Fuel exports to Hungary,
Austria and Germany also improved considerably, including to the
ORLEN Deutschland’s STAR service station chain. The petrochemical
segment reported strong sales of monomers, polymers, aromatic
hydrocarbons and plastics, mainly on the back of the favourable market
climate, accompanied by solid demand for the products and greater
availability of production facilities (with no maintenance shutdowns
or other events such as the 2013 floods).

SUPPLY SOURCES

T

he ORLEN Group is supplied with crude oil and natural
gas through a central procurement process managed
by specialist units.

In 2014, the Płock refinery received crude oil via a pipeline under
three long-term contracts (with Rosneft Oil Company, Mercuria
Energy Trading, and Souz Petrolium), which accounted for 80%
of PKN ORLEN’s total crude oil supplies. PKN ORLEN provides oil
to the refineries in Litvínov and Kralupy in the Czech Republic and
to its Lithuanian plant in Mažeikiai.
Natural gas was supplied under PKN ORLEN’s long-term contract with
PGNiG (70%) and short-term contracts with alternative suppliers (30%).
Furthermore, the ORLEN Group is implementing a number
of exploration and production projects with a view to securing
its own sources of natural gas and crude oil.

[ 8,000 boe/d [

Average production (Q4 2014) in Canada

[ 60.6 % [
Share of the fuel market in Poland
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SALES OF THE ORLEN GROUP’S
Downstream segment [PLNm/‘000 tonnes]

2014

2014

VALUE
13,270

LIGHT DISTILLATES 1)

PLASTICS 8)
PTA

2,953
1,662
1,065
1,424
1,767

2013
4 527

PLASTICS 8)
PTA
OTHER 9)

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

36

VOLUME

77,047

9,130
3,513
2,541
1,528
1,004
1,464
2,048

5,230
32,270

10,240

TOTAL:

FERTILIZERS 7)

TOTAL:

AROMATICS

6)

592
413
1,143
418
571

16,236

MIDDLE DISTILLATES 2)

POLYMERS

837

4,490

VALUE

LIGHT DISTILLATES 1)

5)

4,527

8,284

2013

MONOMERS 4)

27,706

3,447

OTHER 9)

HEAVY FRACTIONS 3)

10,092

TOTAL:

FERTILIZERS 7)

70,549

AROMATICS

6)

TOTAL:

POLYMERS

28,976

7,701

HEAVY FRACTIONS 3)
5)

4,623

4 527

MIDDLE DISTILLATES 2)
MONOMERS 4)

VOLUME

28,376

[

4,813
832
510
381
1,034
423
556

7,313

Gasoline, LPG.
Diesel oil, light fuel oil, jet fuel.
Heavy fuel oil, bitumen, oils.
Ethylene, propylene.
Polyethylene, polypropylene.
Benzene, toluene, paraxylene, orthoxylene.
Canwil, ammonium sulfate, ammonium nitrate, other fertilizers.
PVC, PVC granules.
Other, value – includes sales of the segment’s other products, goods and materials, as well as revenue from sale of mandatory
stocks for a total of PLN 2,236m in 2014 and PLN 1,045m in 2013, and revenue from the segment’s services; other, volume
– includes chieﬂy brine, salt separated, vacuum distillation products, acetone, ammonia, butadiene, phenol, technical gases, glycols,
caprolactam, soda lye, and sulfur.

4,357

OPERATIONS OF THE ORLEN GROUP IN 2014

[

REVENUE STRUCTURE OF THE ORLEN GROUP’S
Downstream segment

2013

2014

2014

41.1%

MIDDLE DISTILLATES

41.9%

18.8%

LIGHT DISTILLATES

21.1%

10.9%

HEAVY FRACTIONS

11.8%

4.9%

MONOMERS

4.6%

4.2%

POLYMERS

3.3%

2.4%

AROMATICS

2.0%

1.5%

FERTILIZERS

1.3%

2.0%

PLASTICS

1.9%

2.5%

PTA

2.6%

OTHER

9.5%

11.7%

STRUCTURE OF THE SALES VOLUMES
ON THE ORLEN GROUP’S DOMESTIC MARKETS
in the Downstream segment

SALES VOLUMES ON THE ORLEN GROUP’S
DOMESTIC MARKETS
in the Downstream segment [‘000 tonnes] 1)

52.9%

28,376

2013

27,706

VOLUME

2014

2013

27.0%

14,660
5,571

4,387

7,475

8,862

15,127

2014
2013

53.3%

2014
2013

31.2%

20.1%
POLAND
LITHUANIA
1) By country of the relevant company’s registered ofﬁce.

2014
2013

15.5%

CZECH REPUBLIC
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[ 4,4 mld PLN [
Najcenniejsza marka w Polsce w 2014 r.
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Miejsce na liście Fortune Global 500
wg przychodów za 2013 rok

[ 1999 r. [

ORLEN GROUP
RETAIL OPERATIONS

Debiut na Giełdzie Papierów Wartościowych
w Warszawie

In 2014, the Group’s Retail segment posted a record EBITDA of over
PLN 1.4bn on the back of higher fuel (except on the Lithuanian
market) and non-fuel margins across all markets. At the same time,
the Group expanded its share in all markets and our sales volumes
grew by 3.5%.
Marek Podstawa
Member of the PKN ORLEN Management Board, Sales

With a network of 2,692 service stations in the premium and economy
segments, the ORLEN Group is the undisputed leader on the fuel
KAPITALIZACJA RYNKOWA:
market in the region. In 2014, the sales volumes of the ORLEN Group’s
Retail segment grew by 3.5% (y/y) on the back of higher sales of light
and middle distillates on the Polish, German and Czech markets.
The Lithuanian market saw depressed light distillate sales, which were
Miejsce
nasales.
liście Fortune Global 500
fully offset by a marked increase in
diesel oil

[ 20,9 mld PLN [
wg przychodów za 2013 rok

[ 2,692 service stations [
In 2014, further steps were taken to curb the grey market in Poland and
in the Czech Republic. PKN ORLEN’s service station networks continued
initiatives designed to optimise operating costs and implemented
projects to develop their catering services.
Changes in regulations setting the technical requirements for fuel
storage tanks had a significant effect on the number of service stations
operating in Poland, causing some sites to temporarily suspend their
operations at the end of 2013 in order to carry out the necessary
upgrade work. In cases where this was not deemed economically viable,
service stations were decommissioned and liquidated. It is estimated
that some 200 service stations, the majority of which belonged
to independent operators, closed down.
The number of independent service stations is declining steadily as they
enter into collaboration with international networks or join associations
of independent service stations, adopting their common brand.
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Number of ORLEN Group service stations

[ 2 692 [
Polish market

Our corporate loyalty schemes and an ambitious investment

Lider
sieci stacji
paliw
naseen
rynku
w Polsce
programme
– which
has
us paliwowym
open new service
stations and
other motorway facilities, upgrade existing sites, rebrand BLISKA
stations to ORLEN, further develop our catering services, and roll
out new store formats – helped us strengthen our leading position
and significantly increase our share in the Polish retail fuel market.
PKN ORLEN is the undisputed leader in terms of the total number
of motorway and expressway service stations it operates.

[8

Ave

[6

Sha

[

Sha

OPERATIONS OF THE ORLEN GROUP IN 2014

[

NUMBER OF RETAIL
STATIONS

Market share
POLAND

3,6%

37%

2,692

6%

1,768

THE ORLEN GROUP

15%

GERMANY

559

[

CZECH
REPUBLIC

NUMBER OF CATERING
OUTLETS

LITHUANIA

[ 939 [

339
26

[ 37%[

[

BISTRO

Share in the total number of motorway
and expressway service stations.

NUMBER OF SERVICE
STATIONS by segment

[1,588 [
PREMIUM

[ 432 [

[ 972 [ [132 [
ECONOMY

OTHER
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[

[ 3,2 mld PLN [

2014 r.

Na rozwój segmentu Wydobycie do 2017 r.

N

OWEJ

3[

al 500

2013 rok

9 r. [

owych

In 2014, the fuel sales volume grew by 2.7% (y/y) despite the shrinking
number of service stations and declining fuel consumption in Poland.
The year brought further development of fleet sales, with fleet volumes
up on 2013 – to 30% of the total sales. The fleet card functionality
enabling payment of motorway toll charges was extended, and new
functionalities for the fleet scheme participants were implemented.

[ 32.4 million tonnes [
ORLEN Group total reﬁning capacity

In 2014, revenue from sale of non-fuel products and services went
up 3% year on year. The number of Stop Cafe and Stop Cafe Bistro
outlets rose to 1,250 at the end of 2014. Following the upgrade and
further development of automatic car washes, our revenue from
these services increased by 19% year on year. As part of our efforts
to introduce new store and catering formats, 18 pilot partner shops
Share of the fuels market in Lithuania
were opened.

[ 95.7% [

arszawie

N

[

In 2014, the number of ORLEN Premium service stations grew from
1,263 to 1,448 as new outlets were opened (both CODO and DOFO),
thorough upgrades were carried out, and the rebranding of BLISKA
service stations to ORLEN, begun in 2013, was continued.

[ 2 692 [

Lider sieci stacji paliw na rynku paliwowym w Polsce

al 500

[ 37% [

2013 rok

Leader on the Polish retail fuel market

[ 8,000 boe/d [
Average production (Q4 2014) in Canada

[ 60.6 % [
Share of the fuel market in Poland

[ 36.3% [
Share of the fuel market in the Czech Republic
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German market
Germany has one of the largest and most mature retail fuel sales markets
in Europe. STAR, managed by ORLEN Deutschland, is the largest service
station network in the economy segment in this country.
In terms of sales volumes, 2014 was a record year. ORLEN Deutschland
reported a 3.8% year-on-year increase in sales, which was primarily
an effect of higher sales of middle distillates. The network’s
efficiency also improved, with the annual average volume of fuels
sold at 4.5 million litres per station (up 3.8% year on year). Growthoriented investments in the non-fuel portfolio and the continuing
upgrade of car washes translated into a 6% year-on-year growth
in revenue from non-fuel products and services.

Czech market
The ORLEN Group manages the largest service station network
in the Czech Republic (Benzina), whose successful operations
contributed to a 0.5 pp growth in its market share. In 2014, Benzina’s
fuel sales improved by 7.5% year on year. Implementing a new
operational model for its service station network and new terms
of settlements with dealers was an important step for the company.
Under the new framework, Benzina’s revenue from non-fuel products
and services increased by 4% year on year.

Lithuanian market
In 2014, the LOTOS Group’s sales volumes on the Lithuanian market
improved by 13.7% year on year, driven by a surge in middle distillate
sales (up 26% year on year), offset by lower sales of light distillates,
chiefly LPG. In July 2014, PKN ORLEN acquired AB Ventus Nafta,
a company of the ORLEN Lietuva Group managing a service station
network in Lithuania. AB Ventus Nafta’s stations operated under
the ORLEN brand in the premium segment (23 stations) and under
the Ventus brand in the economy segment (3 stations). Effective
management of the non-fuel product portfolio brought an increase
in revenue from non-fuel sales of over 7% year on year.

OPERATIONS OF THE ORLEN GROUP IN 2014

[

SALES OF THE ORLEN GROUP’S
Retail segment [PLNm/‘000 tonnes]

2013

36,462

2014

35,913

VALUE

change

13,951

3,303

(2.2 %)
(2.0 %)
4.7 %

19,079

14,229

3,154

VOLUME

7,776

2,916

2013

7,516

change

2014

2,832

[

18,659

4,860

3.8 %
3.0 %

4,684

REVENUE STRUCTURE OF THE ORLEN GROUP’S
Retail segment

52.0%

38.8%
9.2%

LIGHT DISTILLATES 1

MIDDLE DISTILLATES 2

2014
2013

52.3%

2014
2013

39.0%

2014
2013

8.7%

OTHER 3

1) Gasoline, LPG.
2) Diesel oil; light fuel oil sold by ORLEN Deutschland.
3) Other – includes revenue from non-fuel products and services.
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ORLEN GROUP
UPSTREAM OPERATIONS

[

ORLEN GROUP – PRODUCTION

According to the International Energy Agency’s ‘World Energy Outlook
2014’ report, global energy demand is set to double by 2035 compared with
1990 levels, with oil and gas forecast to account for over 50% of total demand.
By 2020, global oil demand is likely to have grown by as much as 6 mbd
on the end of 2013. The share of natural gas in overall primary energy
consumption is projected to grow from 21% in 2012 to around 23% in 2035,
and annual gas consumption in Europe is expected to rise by 88 bcm
in 2012-2035, to 595 bcm, with an estimated average demand growth
of 0.7% per annum.
Petroleum companies are aware of natural gas gaining prominence − its share
in overall hydrocarbon production may reach 41% in 2015. One of the growth
drivers could be acquisitions of smaller entities in the unconventional
resources sector. A large contribution to the rise of gas in the global energy
mix has come from the US shale revolution. Natural gas produced from
unconventional deposits is expected to account for as much as 24% of global
gas output in 2030.

42

5 PROJECTS
14 WELLS

Wallace Pratt, a pioneer American petroleum geologist, once said that
oil must be sought first of all in our minds. People are our most valuable
asset. The responsibility for the Upstream segment is with a hundred
or so experienced engineers and specialists from Poland and Canada,
whose work includes comprehensive analysis of oil and gas assets, design
and execution of field operations, and facilitating cost-efficient and safe
on-site activities. With a team like that, we can compete and succeed
even in the most demanding acquisition markets in the exploration
and production sector.
Wiesław Prugar
President of the Management Board, ORLEN Upstream

9 LICENCES

POLAND

Liquid
hydrocarbons
Gas

50%

CANADA

[ 49.5 2.13
Reserves
million boe

2014 ﬁgures.

Production
million boe
per annum

5.84 [
Average
production

‘000 boe per day

Oil and condensate
as percentage
of production

OPERATIONS OF THE ORLEN GROUP IN 2014

The ORLEN Group is engaged in exploration and appraisal of conventional and unconventional resources in Poland and production
operations in Canada.
In line with the Updated ORLEN Group Strategy for 2014-2017,
we plan to intensify our exploration and production efforts in order
to secure access to our own resources of crude oil and natural gas.
All these efforts are consistently geared towards building a diversified
portfolio of exploration and production projects. The ORLEN Group
has become oil and gas producer following its acquisition of TriOil
Resources of Canada in November 2013, and the acquisition of Birchill
Exploration assets in June 2014 doubled its production potential.

Poland
The ORLEN Group remains one of the leaders in unconventional gas
exploration in Poland, holding 9 exploration licences covering a total
area in excess of 7,000 sq. km. The area of the Group’s exploration
operations represents approximately 10% of the total unconventional
exploration area in Poland.
As at the end of December 2014, under the unconventional oil and gas
projects a total of 11 wells had been drilled, including 7 vertical and
4 horizontal ones. In December 2014, the drilling of another exploration
well commenced on the Wołomin licence. As part of its conventional
projects in Poland, PKN ORLEN drilled 2 appraisal wells (Sieraków
project) and 1 exploration well (Karbon project).

[

[

ORLEN GROUP – AREA OF EXPLORATION
OPERATIONS IN POLAND
ORLEN GROUP – AREA OF EXPLORATION
ORLEN GROUP
– AREA OF
EXPLORATION
OPERATIONS
IN POLAND
OPERATIONS IN POLAND

[

THE SIERAKÓW
PROJECT
THE SIERAKÓW
PROJECT
THE SIERAKÓW
PROJECT

THE KARBON
PROJECT
THE KARBON
MID-POLAND
PROJECT
UNCONVENTIONALS

THE KARBON
PROJECT
LUBLIN
SHALE

MID-POLAND
UNCONVENTIONALS
MID-POLAND
LUBLIN
UNCONVENTIONALS
SHALE

HRUBIESZÓW
SHALE
HRUBIESZÓW
LUBLIN
SHALE
HRUBIESZÓW
SHALE
SHALE

UNCONVENTIONAL HYDROCARBON PROJECTS
CONVENTIONAL HYDROCARBON PROJECTS
UNCONVENTIONAL HYDROCARBON PROJECTS
UNCONVENTIONAL HYDROCARBON PROJECTS
Source: In-house analysis.
CONVENTIONAL HYDROCARBON PROJECTS
CONVENTIONAL HYDROCARBON PROJECTS
Source: In-house analysis.
Source: In-house analysis.
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KAPITALIZACJA RYNKOWA:

[ 20,9 mld PLN [

Lider sieci stacji paliw na rynku paliwowym w Polsce

Miejsce na liście Fortune Global 500

[ 37% [

wg przychodów za 2013 rok
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[ 2,692 service stations [
Number of ORLEN Group service stations

Canada

[ 2 692 [

The ORLEN Group, through its Canadian subsidiary TriOil, conducts
production operations using horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing
technologies. In 2014, 36 such operations were performed, with
thenaaverage
production rate
in Q4 2014 at 8,000 barrels of oil
Lider sieci stacji paliw
rynku paliwowym
w Polsce
equivalent per day (boe/d), 50% of which were liquid hydrocarbons
(crude oil and condensate). In June 2014, the ORLEN Group, through
its subsidiary TriOil, purchased production assets owned by Birchill
Exploration in the Ferrier/Strachan area, with TriOil and Birchill
subsequently merged through the transfer of all Birchill assets

[

ORLEN GROUP – AREA OF HYDROCARBON
PRODUCTION IN CANADA

Leader on the Polish retail fuel market

[ 8,000 boe/d [
Average production (Q4 2014) in Canada
to TriOil. Since April 1st 2015, the Canadian subsidiary has operated
under the name ORLEN Upstream Canada, which is in line with
the Group’s strategy of building a consistent corporate identity and
will help to increase the visibility of the ORLEN brand in the Canadian
Share ofThe
thenew
fuelasset
market
in Poland
market.
acquisitions
and the development of existing
licences have pushed the Group’s 2P reserves (proved and probable)
up to 49.5 mboe.

[ 60.6 % [
[ 36.3% [

Share of the fuel market in the Czech Republic

ALBE

RTA
POUCE COUPE
MONTNEY

KAYBOB
DUNVEGAN
FERRIER/STRACHAN
CARDIUM

BRIT
COL ISH
UM
BIA

LOCHEND
CARDIUM

SASKAT
CHEWA

CANADA/Alberta

PREDOMINANTLY GAS-RICH PLAYS
PREDOMINANTLY OIL-RICH PLAYS
Source: In-house analysis.
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The acquisition on the stable Canadian market is aligned with the risk
profile set out in our strategy. The confirmed profitability of production
and the long operating history of TriOil help reduce operational risks
involved the project. What is more, TriOil employs effective horizontal
drilling and multi-stage fracturing technologies, which will enable
experience sharing and transfer of the best Canadian practices
to the Polish exploration and production segment. The Canadian

[

market also offers good access to drilling and well services, as well
as qualified personnel experienced in unconventional hydrocarbon
extraction. Equally important are the stable tax regime and businessfriendly regulatory environment.
PKN ORLEN may acquire further oil and gas assets or buy into projects
with experienced operators.

SALES VOLUME OF THE ORLEN GROUP
in the Upstream segment

2013

17

2014

298

VALUE [PLNm]

26
3
4

change

188

84

550.0 %

10

VOLUME [‘000 tonnes]

2013

change

100

258
17

2014

1,780.0 %
2,700.0 %

25
8
6
3

1,150.0 %

133

2,116.7 %

CRUDE OIL

733.3 %
NATURAL GAS

OTHER
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CORPORATE SOCIAL CORPORATE
RESPONSIBILITY
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

For years now we have been setting the highest standards both through our day-to-day market activity and approach to sustainable
development. A philosophy that PKN ORLEN embraces in pursuing its business strategy is that value growth should be aligned with
the interests of external stakeholders and rely on sustainable and responsible use of resources. Our corporate social responsibility
activities span a vast array of projects, including in environmental protection, HR policy, sports and culture sponsorship, education
and charitable giving.
Jacek Krawiec
CEO, President of the PKN ORLEN Management Board
%

19

Redukcja emisji
tlenków azotu

Redukcja emisji
pyłów

EMPLOYEES
Managing human resources (HR)

T

he ORLEN Group’s ‘Policy for the Management of the Potential
of Employees for 2013-2017’ was implemented as planned,
accounting for the specific conditions existing at individual
companies of the ORLEN Group, their remuneration systems and
competence models, and paved the way for implementation
of the employee engagement survey. It was another step in the process
of aligning HR systems across the ORLEN Group.
Our activities in professional development and training at PKN ORLEN
were focused both on enhancing employee qualifications to meet our
business goals and on developing a positive organisational culture and
increasing employee engagement. As part of centralised development
projects, a multi-module leadership programme was carried out
in the form of workshops for the management designed to improve
their skills in team management, development of team potential, and
feedback and coaching in the manager’s work. We also organised
inspiring theme-based lectures addressed to all employees, focusing
on areas such as ethics and values in daily work, building partnershipbased communication, diversity management, and building employee
commitment and engagement.
Having regard to the need to ensure workplace safety, mandatory
training programmes were also conducted, including OH&S and fire
protection training as well as preparatory courses necessary to obtain

10,8
5,5

the right to operate
power,
heat or gas facilities, or to perform a specific
mld PLN
Nakłady
na rozwój
job. Employees developed their skills also by participating in training
Nakłady na inwestycje
through the Company’s e-learning platform. In 2014, the Company
mld PLN
offered training to more than 4,000 employees, with the average
of 35 hours of training per employee.

19 %

4,000+

Redukcja emisji
tlenków azotu
Employees trained in 2014

Redukcja emisji
pyłów

10,8
5,5

PKN ORLEN cares for the professional development of not only its own
mld
na rozwój
employees, Nakłady
but also young
people just entering the workforce,
such PLN
as universityNakłady
graduates
and
school
leavers,
by
providing
them
with
na inwestycje
Participants
of traineeship
programmes
an
opportunity
to gain theirand
firstinternship
professional
experience as mld
interns PLN
and on work placement programmes. In 2014, more than 300
people took part in such educational programmes. Other educational
and information projects addressed to students included: a series
of meetings at universities – ‘ORLEN Day of Knowledge’, open day with
safety
and suggestions
the Recruitment TeamWorkplace
– ‘Questions
aboutreports
Recruitment’,
PKN ORLEN’s
submitted
by employees
team
at
the
job
fair,
and
involvement
in
the
nation-wide
Case Week
Employees trained in 2014
project.

300+

4,000+
300+

3,600

PLN

6.4 bn

Capital expenditure on the development of the Downstream
segment
(2014-2017)
Participants of traineeship and internship
programmes

PLN

3.2

Capital expendit
of the Upstream

6,4 ml

Nakłady na rozw

26
PLN 3.2

Best
practices
p
Capital
expendit
of the Upstream

36
6,4mill
ml

ORLEN Group to
Nakłady na rozw

26

Best practices p

36 mill

ORLEN Group to

1.2 bn
3,600

PLN

Capital expenditure on the development
of the
Retail
segment
(2014-2017)
Workplace
safety
reports
and suggestions
submitted by employees
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The Company provides extensive preventive medical care to
its employees, going beyond the scope of occupational medicine,
including: consultations with specialists, outpatient treatment,

diagnostic tests, rehabilitation, vaccinations, and preventive health
care programmes offered in cooperation with Centrum Medyczne
Medica in Płock and the Military Institute of Medicine in Warsaw.

WORKFORCE AT THE ORLEN GROUP COMPANIES
as at the end of 2014 and 2013

WORKFORCE STRUCTURE AT THE ORLEN GROUP
by job groups in 2014

2014

Total
headcount

2013

20,305
21,026

• by sex

2014

2013

74%

26%

Women

Men

• by job type

48

2014

2013

PKN ORLEN

4,543

4,409

UNIPETROL Group

3,878

3,967

ANWIL Group

2,843

3,122

ORLEN LIETUVA Group

1,650

2,158

ORLEN Ochrona

1,053

1,098

OTHERS

6,338

6,272

55%

45%

Blue-collar
staff

White-collar
staff

• by education

40%

36%

Secondary

Tertiary

21%
Vocational

3%
Primary

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

19 %

As a company implementing modern-day solutions aimed at keeping
emisji work and family life, PKN ORLEN
Redukcja
emisji
theRedukcja
balance between
carried
out
azotu Employer’ project, offering benefits such
pyłów
thetlenków
‘Family-Friendly
as:
additional two days off to care for a child under 3 years old, one
additional hour for breastfeeding, quick access to a paediatrician,
comprehensive medical care during pregnancy, baby feeding rooms,
mld
Nakłady na rozwój
and sending Company updates to female employees on maternity
Nakłady leaves.
na inwestycje
and parental/childcare
Such work-life balance measures are
mld
also being implemented at other ORLEN Group companies.

10,8
5,5

C
PLN

4,000+
300+

In 2014, training trips involved CSR activities aimed at providing
support
to thoseof
who
need it most.
Companyprogrammes
Volunteers engaged
Participants
traineeship
andThe
internship
in campaigns for the benefit of orphanages and education and care
centres: they built playgrounds for children raised in foster family group
homes, carried out repair and refurbishment work, and organised
attractive events for the wards of such institutions. The Company
also developed its seasonal projects, including our flagship initiative
Workplace safety reports and suggestions
‘Become a Santa Claus’ Helper – Make Someone’s
Dreams
Come True’.
submitted
by employees
The Employee Volunteering Programme implemented by the Company
for theNUMBER
past ten years
is steadily
gaining in popularity among the staff,
OF
ACCIDENTS
ATmore
THEand
ORLEN
GROUP
in 2010-2014
who are
more active
in implementing
their own projects
PLN
bn
to the benefit of their local community.

Bezpieczeństwo

3,600
6.4

Capital
125 expenditure on the development of the Downstream2010
In 2015, the Programme will take new shape,segment
based on(2014-2017)
three pillars:
2011
76
the grant competition (under which the Company will grant money
60 their own socially-oriented2012
to employees for the purpose of delivering
projects), regular volunteering campaigns
46 organised by PKN ORLEN,2013
and group integration through
charity
projects.on the development
Capital expenditure
40segment (2014-2017)2014
of the Retail

900+

Employees involved in the Employee
Volunteering Programme

6,4 mld PLN

na rozwój segmentu
(2014-2017)
The ORLEN Nakłady
Group’s Environmental
StrategyDownstream
objectives include:

PLN• achievement of business strategies while protecting the environment,

The ORLEN Employee Volunteering Programme brings together
thousands of our employees who share common values and positive
Employees
trained builds
in 2014
ideas.
The Programme
mutual relations, promotes teamwork,
and inspires creativity by developing the interests and passions
of employees.

1.2 bn

PLN

Capitalreduction
expenditure
the development
onsistent
of ouron
environmental
footprint combined
of the Upstream segment (2014-2017)
with business development has been the ORLEN Group’s
long-standing priority. To that end, all our business activities
are carried out in a responsible manner, with due consideration
to the effects of current and future environmental impacts.

Employee Volunteering Programme

PLN

3.2 bn

ENVIRONMENT

• effective waste management,
• consolidation and strengthening of our capabilities in environmental
services.
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Best practices put forward

Environmental measures taken by the ORLEN Group resulted
mainly from new regulations connected with the implementation
of Directive 2010/75/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council
on industrial emissions (Industrial Emission Directive – IED) into national
million
tonnes
environmental protection
legislation
in individual Member States
(in Poland, the
IED
was
implemented
mainly
ORLEN Group total sales volumethrough
in 2014 the amended
Environmental Protection Law). They included investments aimed
at reducing existing emissions (such as installation of low-emission
burners and reduction of gas and dust emissions), as well as efficient
waste management.

36

The most important pro-environmental project completed at the Płock
plant was the construction of flue gas denitrification and dust
removal units on individual boilers of the CHP plant in Płock, as well
as construction of a flue gas desulfurization unit for all boilers.
As a result, all boilers currently in operation meet the required emission
standards, and the new K8 boiler and upgraded boilers do not exceed
the more stringent emission standards which will come into force
as of 2016 under the Industrial Emissions Directive. Fitting the boilers
with nitrogen oxide and dust reduction units drove down emission
levels by over 23% (for NOx) and 19% (for dusts). In 2015, a new flue
gas desulfurization unit will be placed in service, which will reduce
sulphur dioxide emissions by 90%.
Installation of the SCR/EF unit on boilers is part of the ‘Green Energy’
Investment Programme launched in the CHP plant five years ago,
and work is currently under way to install similar SCR units on other
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boilers of the CHP plant. Modernisation of the Fuels Pumping
Station is also drawing to an end; the project will improve the quality
of storage and pumping of various types of fuel. The last element
of the Investment Programme will consist in building the TG7 turbine
generator to increase electricity generation capacity; the project will
be launched upon the completion of emission-reducing installations.
This last stage of the Investment Programme is scheduled for
completion next year.
In other companies of the ORLEN Group, we also implemented a range
of projects aimed at reducing energy intensity of our processes and
greenhouse gas emissions, and at preventing environmental pollution.
Most significant projects in that area included the upgrade of burners
in process furnaces at ORLEN OIL, reducing the consumption of fuel
gas and harmful air emissions, installation of low-emission burners
on boilers at ORLEN Lietuva, construction of a solar oil unit at IKS Solino
necessary for salt leaching, and installation of a flue gas denitrification
(DeNOx) unit on boilers in the T 700 power unit at Unipetrol RPA.
2014 was another year of the 3rd trading period under the EU GHG
Emission Trading Scheme. Emission reports for all installations
covered by the EU ETS across the ORLEN Group were reviewed
by an independent auditor. In the first quarter of 2014, the Company
obtained free CO2 emission allowances, pursuant to Article 10a
of Directive 2003/87/EC, for 2013 and 2014.
PKN ORLEN, as one of the signatories of the international
Responsible Care Programme (RC), performed its obligations under
the Responsible Care Framework Management System and all tasks
related to the so-called HSE (Health, Safety and Environment) triad.
The RC Programme is also implemented at six ORLEN Group companies,
and ORLEN Eko currently runs the Programme’s Secretarial Office
in Poland.
To compensate for the use of natural environment, the ORLEN
Group engaged in a number of environmentally-friendly projects,
including the planting of trees and shrubs on the Company’s premises
and in municipal areas in the City of Płock. For the fifteenth year
running, we continued our efforts to restore the peregrine falcon
population. The Company also planted trees on a playground and
built the ‘Peregrine Falcon’ educational trail.
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SAFETY

T

he key objective of the Company’s occupational health and
safety (OHS) system is to foster an accident-free safety culture,
as well as to identify and eliminate hazards throughout
the ORLEN Group.
Last year’s OHS initiatives covered the following areas: occupational
health and safety, fire safety, process safety, and contractor safety.
We continued our efforts to create a new Group-wide safety
management system, promoted initiatives and actions aiming to ensure
better safety standards and compliance with legal requirements
regarding protection of life and health and the Company’s property.
An Electronic Prevention System was implemented across the ORLEN
Group and work continued on further development of OHS indicators
and optimisation of threat, accident, inspection, fire, and failure
communication systems. Steps were also taken to enforce a uniform
structure for occupational health and safety, fire safety and process
safety across all areas of operation.
Joint drills and exercises involving delegates of all of the ORLEN Group’s
fire brigades were organised, and a uniform concept was developed
to provide individual fire-fighting units with equipment reflecting
each company’s individual requirements.
In addition, efforts were made to put in place a common process
safety management system within the ORLEN Group, encompassing
hazard analysis, ongoing and periodic inspections, and evaluation
and classification of incidents and emergencies.
The Group also pursued the ‘Report a Safety Hazard’ programme
to encourage employee involvement in OHS monitoring. The initiative
introduces a framework for creating a uniform, comprehensive system
whereby identified threats to occupational health and safety can
be reported and appropriate steps can be taken. Employees are able
to monitor the entire process – from the initial report to remedial
actions. The programme’s computer system and report forms are
available in the OHS portal’s intranet.

10,8 mld PLN
5,5 mld PLN

Nakłady na rozwój
Nakłady na inwestycje

6,4 mld PLN

Nakłady na rozwój segmentu Downstream (2014-2017)
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4,000+

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Best practices put forward

Employees trained in 2014
In 2014, the Group’s employees submitted 3,600 reports and
suggestions concerning workplace safety, 82% of which were directly
implemented. The remaining proposals, which are more complex, will
take a longer time to effect. The employees whose submissions were
Participants of traineeship and internship programmes
found to be the most interesting received special prizes.

300+

3,600

Workplace safety reports and suggestions
submitted by employees

6.4

At the end of 2014, PKN ORLEN and the Office of Technical Inspection
PLNthe technicalbn
signed an agreement to collaborate in improving
safety
of PKNCapital
ORLEN’s
production
units.
Thanks
to
the
agreement,
the
scope
expenditure on the development of the Downstream
and time of technical inspections can be planned
with
precision,
segment (2014-2017)
gradually increasing the intervals between overhauls, optimising
the run time of production units, and, most importantly, mitigating
PLN
bn
the risks relating to their operation.

1.2

Bezpieczeństwo
Capital expenditure on the development
As a result of the efforts to improve
within
the ORLEN
of workplace
the Retail safety
segment
(2014-2017)
Group, in 2014 the number of accidents fell by 12% relative to 2013,
which is the best result in the Company’s history.

900+

Employees involved in the Employee
Volunteering Programme

NUMBER OF ACCIDENTS
AT THE ORLEN GROUP in 2010-2014

125

2011

60

2012

46
40

36 million tonnes

Participation
in thetotal
public
debate
ORLEN Group
sales volume
in 2014

A

s the process of global economic and political change
gathers momentum, people’s expectations about the role
companies play in public life, as well as about the way
they operate, evolve as well. Given growing consumer awareness,
lifestyle changes, and dynamic developments in the area of social
communication, companies are more and more often perceived
as something more than merely manufacturers of goods, taxpayers
and employers: they engage in a direct dialogue with customers,
consumers and stakeholders.
PKN ORLEN responded to these challenges by launching, in 2010,
the ‘Future Fuelled by Knowledge’ project, which is designed as
a platform for drawing conclusions and creating solutions through
debates about the most important social, economic and political issues.
An innovative website, Napędzamy Przyszłość (www.napedzamy
przyszlosc.pl), was also created so that the solutions and recommendations proposed during expert debates, held on a regular basis, could reach
the widest audience possible. The website features comments on the most
recent economic and social events, comprehensive articles, and a specialist
blog run by Adam Czyżewski, Chief Economist at PKN ORLEN.

Leaders of the future
2010

76

SOCIETY

2013
2014

In addition to being one of PKN ORLEN’s corporate values, People are
also an important pillar of the Company’s strategy. In line with this
philosophy, the Company seeks to train and promote leaders across
various fields, both within the organisation and beyond. The ‘Poles
with Verve’ poll, which has been organised two times, exemplifies this
approach. The initiative sees a judging panel composed of prominent
individuals recognise young people whose achievements contribute
to creating a modern, innovative and friendly Poland. Since leader
creation efforts are naturally linked to education, the Company
participates in numerous initiatives supporting the education and
development of students at Polish and foreign universities.
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Promoting sports and healthy living
Initiatives promoting sports and healthy living have long been
the keystone of our CSR activities. In addition to sponsoring worldclass professionals, PKN ORLEN organises large public events for
amateurs and sports enthusiasts. Our main area of interest remains
motorsports, where we sponsor the best Polish crews – ORLEN TEAM
and VERVA RACING TEAM – who successfully compete in the world’s
most demanding races, including the Dakar Rally and the Porsche
Supercup series, which is part of the Formula One Grand Prix.
To complement these sponsorship activities, we host VERVA STREET
RACING, Central and Eastern Europe’s biggest motorsports event,
held annually in Warsaw.
We regularly support teams and athletes in other sport disciplines,
including volleyball and athletics, with the Polish team winning the gold
medal at men’s Volleyball World Championship as our most spectacular
success in 2014. We consider sponsorship of amateur sports equally
important. In 2014, we were again the host of Athletics Thursdays,
one of the largest nationwide sports events for children and youth.
We also organised the second ORLEN Warsaw Marathon, also known
as the National Running Day, which brought 32,000 runners and
thousands of spectators to the streets of Warsaw.

Charitable ORLEN
The twin priorities of our charitable giving policy is to improve
the quality of life and health and promote education and youth
development. PKN ORLEN is the founder of a number of foundations,
including the Museum of Oil and Gas Industry Foundation in Bóbrka,
the Grant Fund for Płock Foundation, and the Growing Up Together
Foundation. In 2001, we established the corporate foundation
ORLEN – GIFT FROM THE HEART, providing support to foster family
group homes and other foster care institutions. Almost 300 such
homes operate in Poland, with over 2,200 children under their care.
The Foundation helps to meet their needs for education, medical
treatment, rehabilitation, accommodation and leisure. It also partners
with PKN ORLEN in the ‘On the Podium’ scholarship programme
associated with the ORLEN Warsaw Marathon.
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The Foundation runs various other scholarship programmes, including
‘Full of Life’ (for athletes with disabilities), ‘Masters of Chemistry’
(for junior high-school students gifted in science), and a programme
for students in junior high schools and secondary schools in Płock
and the Płock region. The Foundation also lends a helping hand
to medical establishments, as well as organisations and institutions
engaged in safety improvement initiatives.
We hold an open dialogue and build social capital in the areas
surrounding our production plants, investment projects and exploration
operations, and we share the costs of sustainable urban development
initiatives funded by social organisations. In the Płock area, we sponsor
sporting events and teams, including the ORLEN Wisła Płock handball
team, the rowing association Płockie Towarzystwo Wioślarskie,
the athletics event Międzynarodowy Meeting Lekkoatletyczny ORLEN
CUP, and the wheelchair tennis tournament ORLEN Polish Open.
The ANWIL for Włocławek Foundation holds a grant competition
for local NGOs. ORLEN Upstream’s infrastructure projects are
backed by awareness-raising activities, including public dialogue
initiated in areas where the company intends to drill for shale gas.
We also engaged in public dialogue to gain support for our project
to extend the fuel depot in Ostrów Wielkopolski. PKN ORLEN
kept its communication channels fully available on a 24/7 basis,
held numerous meetings with representatives of the media, local
governments and residents, and organised open doors at the depot.

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
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PERFORMANCE
IN2014
2014

19 %

Redukcja emisji
tlenków azotu

PLN

Capital expenditure on the development
of the Upstream segment (2014-2017)

Redukcja emisji
pyłów

10,8
5,5

2014 was a year in which we proved our ability to deliver
mld PLN
Nakłady na rozwój
robust results despite unexpected shifts in the macroeconomic
Nakłady The
na inwestycje
landscape.
start of 2014 was a very difficult period, with
PLN
narrow margins on our products. But, factoringmld
out the
noncash effects of the impairment losses on non-current assets
and inventory write-downs following the decline in oil prices,
we still delivered a record-high LIFO-based EBITDA of PLN 5.2bn.
Importantly, all our business segments, Downstream, Retail and
Upstream, contributed to this strong performance.

4,000+

Employees trained in 2014

300+

3.2 bn

Sławomir Jędrzejczyk
Vice-President of the PKN ORLEN Management Board,
Chief Financial Officer

6,4

REVENUE
mld PLN
Nakłady
na rozwój
Downstream
(2014-2017)
In
2014, the
ORLEN segmentu
Group recorded
sales volumes
of 36 million
tonnes, on a par with the previous year. Although the market prices
of petroleum products declined on tumbling oil prices, the ORLEN
Group’s revenue reached PLN 107bn in 2014.

26

The
also put
soldforward
products to customers in Switzerland, Ukraine,
BestGroup
practices
Denmark, Slovakia, UK and Austria.

36 million tonnes

ORLEN Group total sales volume in 2014

Participants of traineeship and internship programmes

[

ORLEN GROUP REVENUE BY GEOGRAPHY

3,600

Workplace safety reports and suggestions
POLAND
submitted by employees

42.2%

PLN

GERMANY

6.418.1
bn

%
Capital expenditure on the development of the Downstream
segment (2014-2017)

2014
2013

2014
2013

41.4%
PLN

1.2 bn

CZECH REPUBLIC

11.9%
16.5%

2014
2013

LITHUANIA, LATVIA, ESTONIA

8.2%
9.9%

2014
2013

Capital expenditure on the development
of the Retail segment (2014-2017)

900+

Employees involved in the Employee
Volunteering Programme

OTHER

19.6%
2014
2013
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22.4%

9.8%

PERFORMANCE IN 2014

DOWNSTREAM SALES fell (-)2.4% year on year on lower volumes
sold in the Baltic States and Poland, resulting from the continued
unfavourable market conditions. A major setback to the ORLEN Group’s
operations at home is the visible effects of grey market for fuels,
which caused a year-on-year decline in the consumption of gasoline
(down 1.8%) and diesel oil (down 1.3%), despite an over 3% GDP
growth in 2014. The adverse trends in the gasoline and diesel markets
were largely offset by higher sales in the Czech Republic, made possible
by the Group’s higher capacity following the acquisition of shares
in Česka Rafinérská from Shell and increased plant availability.

[

THE UPSTREAM SEGMENT grew in 2014 both through exploration
activities carried out in Poland and the acquisition of production assets
of a Canadian company Birchill, followed by their full integration with
TriOil Resources acquired in 2013. In 2014, the Upstream segment
sold a total of 258 thousand tonnes of hydrocarbons, with an annual
average output in Canada at 5.8 thousand boe/d, and average output
in the fourth quarter at 8 thousand boe/d.

REVENUE BY SEGMENT

DOWNSTREAM

66.0%
2014
2013

RETAIL SEGMENT’S SALES rose 3.5% year on year on higher volumes
reported across the markets.

RETAIL

33.6%
67.8%

2014
2013

UPSTREAM

0.3%
32.1%

2014
2013

CORPORATE
FUNCTIONS

0.1%
0%

2014
2013

0.1%
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LIFO-based EBITDA 1
before non-cash effect
of impairment losses
on property, plant and equipment 2

D UWZGLĘDNIENIEM
PISÓW
YWÓW GRUPY ORLEN

THE RECORD-HIGH LIFO-BASED EBITDA of PLN 5.2bn in 2014, before
impairment losses on non-current assets, was PLN 2.1bn higher than
the figure posted in the previous year.

The ORLEN Group’s Strategy for 2014-2017, adopted in July 2014,
reflects the suppressed consumption of fuels due to prolonged
economic downturn, refining overcapacity and the mounting pressures
on margins caused by the shale revolution in the United States and
economic changes in Russia.

PLN +2.1bn
5.2

0.6

1.5

0

5.2
Based on tests carried out in accordance with IAS 36 – Impairment
of Assets, the ORLEN Group recognised net impairment losses of close
to PLN 5.4bn, including primarily impairment losses on the ORLEN
Lietuva Group’s assets of PLN (-)4.2bn and on the Unipetrol Group’s
assets of PLN (-)0.8bn, recognised in Q2 2014, as well impairment
losses on the assets of the ORLEN Upstream Group in Canada
of PLN (-)0.3bn, recognised in Q4 2014.

3.1

e

EBITDA LIFO
2014
przed odpisami

LIFO-based EBITDA
in 2013

The item ‘Other’ includes chiefly a year-on-year change in the net result
on other operating activities of PLN 0.3bn (net of impairment losses
on assets), a positive net effect of the repurchase and sale of mandatory
stocks in 2013 and 2014 in the amount of PLN 0.3bn (y/y), and
a negative effect of other factors of PLN (-)0.6bn (y/y), following from
the remeasurement of inventories as at the end of 2014 to reflect
lower prices of the ORLEN Group’s products, which fell on the back
of declining oil prices.

Volume

Macro

Other

LIFO-based EBITDA
in 2014*

Taking into account the impairment losses, the ORLEN Group posted
a LIFO-based EBITDA of PLN (-)0.1bn for 2014.
As a result of the global decline in crude oil prices, particularly
in H2 2014, the non-cash effect of the revaluation of inventories
(the LIFO effect) was PLN (-)2.6bn, bringing the 2014 EBITDA
to PLN (-)2.7bn.

* Before impairment losses on property, plant and equipment.

GROUP

CHANGE IN SEGMENT PERFORMANCE IN 2014

5.2
-0.6

[PLNbn]

PLN +2.1bn

1) For the purpose of the financial statements, the ORLEN Group measures its inventory at weighted-average cost, in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards. This
method defers the recognition of the impact of an increase or decrease in crude oil prices relative to the price of finished goods. In consequence, an increase in crude oil prices has a positive
effect on reported performance, while a decrease produces an adverse effect. As a result of using the LIFO method for inventory valuation, production costs are measured at the cost
of crude oil purchased and the reported performance better reflects the Company’s actual financial standing.
2) Impairment losses on property, plant and equipment were close to PLN 5.4bn in 2014.

1.8

3.1

Corporate
Functions
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LIFO-based EBITDA
in 2014*

0.1

0.2

0

5.2

3.1

-0.1
PERFORMANCE IN 2014

LIFO-based EBITDA
in 2013

1

EBITDA LIFO W 2014 ROKU PRZED UWZGLĘDNIENIEM
NIEGOTÓWKOWEGO WPŁYWU ODPISÓW
AKTUALIZUJĄCYCH WARTOŚĆ AKTYWÓW GRUPY ORLEN

Odpisy aktualizujące

EBITDA LIFO
2014
przed odpisami

LIFO-based EBITDA
in 2013

Mac

[mld PLN]

• THE DOWNSTREAM SEGMENT’S LIFO-BASED EBITDA before
impairment of property, plant and equipment was PLN 4.2bn
5.3
5.2of:
in 2014, up PLN 1.8bn on the previous
year as a result
– a positive impact of macroeconomic factors associated with
improved model downstream margins – PLN 1.5bn year on year,
– a positive effect of sales volumes, of PLN 0.2bn year on year,
despite lower total volumes reported by the segment (year
on year), being a combined effect of higher sales on the Czech
market, an improved sales structure due to a reduction in volumes
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Taking into account the impairment losses, the Downstream segment
posted a LIFO-based EBITDA of PLN (-)0.9bn for 2014.
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• THE RETAIL SEGMENT’S EBITDA reached a record-high level
of PLN 1.4bn in 2014, up PLN 0.1bn year on year, largely attributable
to:
– a positive effect of an increase in fuel margins on the Polish
market, with a concomitant decrease on other markets, and
higher revenue from non-fuel products and services across all
markets, which contributed a total of PLN 0.1bn to the segment’s
EBITDA,
– higher sales volumes (y/y) across all markets, which contributed
PLN 0.1bn (y/y) to the segment’s EBITDA,
– a negative effect, of PLN (-)0.1bn, of other factors, primarily
including higher operating costs of service stations due to a 3.5%
(y/y) increase in sales volumes.
• THE UPSTREAM SEGMENT’S EBITDA before impairment of noncurrent assets was PLN 0.2bn in 2014, up PLN 0.2bn on the previous
year, driven by production operations carried out in Canada.
The impairment losses were PLN (-)0.3bn and were recognised
primarily on the production assets in Canada following a global
decline in crude oil prices. The fair value of the Canadian development
and production assets as at December 31st 2014 was calculated
based on the reserves evaluation prepared by an independent
entity in accordance with the professional standards applicable
on the Canadian market.
• THE CORPORATE FUNCTIONS SEGMENT’S EBITDA was PLN (-)0.6m
in 2014, remaining broadly flat on the previous year despite
no positive effect from the net result on other operating activities,
which had been reported in 2013 and included compensation
received and refunds of taxes paid in previous years.

NET FINANCE COSTS AND NET LOSS

I

n 2014, the ORLEN Group’s net finance costs were PLN (-)1.5bn
and included net foreign exchange losses of PLN (-)1.5bn
(including reclassification of PLN (-)0.8bn due to discontinuation
of hedge accounting of net investments at ORLEN Lietuva). Net interest
expense of PLN (-)0.2bn was offset mainly by a net gain on settlement
and measurement of financial instruments.
After deducting income tax expense, the Group reported a net
loss of PLN (-)5.8bn for 2014, owing to the non-cash effect
of the remeasurement of inventories following a global decline
in crude oil prices and recognition of impairment losses on property,
plant and equipment.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AND STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

A

s at December 31st 2014, total assets of the ORLEN Group
stood at PLN 46.7bn, with equity of PLN 20.4bn and net
debt of PLN 6.7bn.

In 2014, operating activities generated net cash of PLN 3.2bn while net
cash used in investing activities was PLN (-)4.0bn and covered chiefly
purchase of property, plant and equipment, intangible assets and
perpetual usufruct rights to land for PLN (-)3.3bn, as well as purchase
of shares for PLN 0.7bn, including acquisition of Canada’s Birchill
Exploration Limited Partnership and purchase of shares in Česka
Rafinerska a.s. from Shell.
Enjoying a stable financial position, the ORLEN Group maintains
its financial ratios at safe levels, confirming its full ability to meet
all liabilities. The ORLEN Group has access to a number of credit
facilities and diversified sources of financing. The generated cash
flows and available financing sources will allow the Group to pursue
its investment plans.
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PERFORMANCE IN 2014

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
In 2014, the ORLEN Group incurred capex of PLN 3.8bn on the acquisition
of property, plant and equipment, and of PLN 0.7bn on the acquisition
of the Birchill production company.
The Group continued its key investment projects, such as the CCGT
plant in Włocławek, a catalytic flue gas denitrification and dust
removal unit, a flue gas desulfurization unit, and a metathesis unit
at PKN ORLEN. In 2014, the construction of the Visbreaker Vacuum
Flasher was completed at the ORLEN Lietuva Group.

Essential to the further development of the Upstream segment was
the acquisition, through subsidiary TriOil, of Birchill Exploration’s
production assets located in the Ferrier/Strachan area, as well as the
merger of the two Canadian companies. Acquisition of the new assets
and the development of existing licences have doubled the Group’s
2P reserves (proved and probable) to 49.5 mboe.

Complete financial statements for 2014
(consolidated and separate) are available on

The ORLEN Group remains one of the leaders in unconventional gas
exploration in Poland, holding 9 exploration licences as at the end
of 2014. By the end of December 2014, 11 wells had been drilled
on unconventional deposits, including 7 vertical wells and 4 horizontal
ones.

CAPEX IN 2014
[PLNbn]

Development

]

2.1

[

] 3.8 [

] 65% [

and the corporate website:
www.orlen.pl / Investor Relations / Financial Data / Financial Results
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] 12% [
Retail

] 23% [
Maintenance
and regulatory

]

1.7

[

Upstream
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RISKS

T
[

he ORLEN Group monitors and assesses its risk exposures
on an ongoing basis and takes steps to minimise their effect
on its financial position. PKN ORLEN’s Audit and Enterprise

Risk Management Office coordinates the enterprise risk management
process at all levels of the organisation.

STRUCTURE OF THE ORLEN GROUP ENTERPRISE RISK
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
SUPERVISORY BOARD (AUDIT COMMITTEE)
Performs an annual assessment of the effectiveness of the Enterprise Risk Management System,
monitors the level of risks affecting the achievement of business objectives, provides the General
Meeting with an evaluation of the internal control system and risk management system.

MANAGEMENT BOARD
Supervises the process of enterprise risk management, accepts the objectives and principles of risk
management, provides the Supervisory Board with comprehensive information about the business
risks and how they are managed.

AUDIT AND ENTERPRISE RISK MANAGEMENT OFFICE
Supervises the process of enterprise risk management, develops policies and procedures for risk
management at the corporate level, periodically reports risk assessment results to the Management
Board and the Supervisory Board’s Audit Committee.

MANAGEMENT TEAM
The management
team involved
in risk management
is responsible for
the monitoring,
identiﬁcation,
assessment and analysis
of risks and
implementation
of recommendations
on the management
of each risk under
the adopted policies.
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FINANCIAL RISK COMMITTEE
Market
risk

Credit
and liquidity risk

Operating
risk

Manages the risk
of changes in market
prices of commodities
(including reﬁning and
petrochemical margins,
Brent/Urals differential,
crude oil and product
prices, and prices of CO2
emission allowances),
and the risk of exchange
rate and interest rate
movements.

Liquidity and credit
risk management.

Working capital
management.

Market risk
management policy.

Internal policies
and procedures.

Internal policies
and procedures.

RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES

PKN ORLEN has developed and implemented the Enterprise Risk
Management Policy and Procedure, which comprehensively regulate
the operation of its Integrated Enterprise Risk Management (ERM)
system. The ERM system provides the right information at the right

time, which enables effective risk management. It is one of the key
tools supporting effective implementation of the Group’s strategic
and operating objectives.

INTEGRATED ENTERPRISE RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
INTEGRATED ENTERPRISE RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Risk monitoring
and reporting
Risk monitoring
risk assessment
and reporting
risk assessment
Development
and implementation
Development of remedial
and implementation
action plans
of remedial
action plans

Target risk
assessment

Risk
identiﬁcation

Risk
identiﬁcation

Gross risk
assessment

Target risk
assessment

Net risk
assessment

Controls
assessment
Net risk
assessment

Gross risk
assessment

Controls
assessment
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KEY RISKS

RISK SCOPE / IMPACT

MEASURES UNDERTAKEN

MARKET RISK

The risk of an adverse effect of changes in market prices of commodities, exchange rates
and interest rates on the ORLEN Group’s performance.

• Mitigation of the adverse impact of market
factors by adopting a consistent hedging policy
across the ORLEN Group.
• Selection of the appropriate hedging strategies,
including the principles for measuring individual risk
exposures, the parameters and time horizon
of hedging for specific risks, and hedging instruments.
• The risks of changes in refining margins, crude
oil and/or product prices, and the Brent/Urals
differential are hedged.
• The risk related to economic currency exposure
is hedged on a regular basis using currency futures.
• The Group hedges its consolidated exposure to cash
flow changes caused by interest rate movements.

Commodity risk relates mainly to:
• changes in crude oil and refining product prices associated with the obligation
to maintain mandatory stocks of crude oil and fuels,
• changes in refining and petrochemical margins on products sold,
• changes in the Brent/Urals differential,
• changes in the prices of CO2 emission allowances.
Currency risk relates to:
• balance-sheet exposure to currency risk associated with foreign currency denominated
assets (trade and other receivables, cash and cash equivalents, other) and liabilities
(trade payables and other liabilities, bank borrowings, debt securities, other),
• capital expenditure made in foreign currencies.
The ORLEN Group is also exposed to the risk of cash flow changes caused by interest rate
movements. Certain assets and liabilities held by the Group generate interest income and
expense based on floating interest rates.

LIQUIDITY
AND CREDIT RISK

Liquidity risk is the risk of being unable to pay liabilities as they fall due. The risk is related to the ratio
of current assets to current liabilities. Most of the financing used by the ORLEN Group is provided by
the banking sector in the form of credit facilities. The Group also uses two bond issue programmes
(PLN-denominated bonds and Eurobonds) to diversify its financing sources.
The Group’s credit risk exposure is mainly related to its cash and bank deposits, guarantees issued
to its trading partners as well as to the risk of default by customers with whom sales transactions
are executed.

• Ensuring the security and financial stability
of the ORLEN Group by ongoing monitoring
of the maturity structure of assets and liabilities.
• Policy of diversifying the financing sources.
• A cash pool system used to optimise finance costs
and manage current liquidity.
• Assessment of trading partners’ financial standing
and creditworthiness, and insuring receivables
as part of a trade credit insurance programme.

SECTOR RISKS
including:
Fuel consumption

Risk related to changes in fuel consumption levels affecting sales volumes and prices
of the ORLEN Group’s products and its financial standing. The ORLEN Group’s fuel trading
operations are subject to risk resulting from the existence of the grey market, chiefly involving
the practice of marketing cheaper fuel combined with evading taxes. According to the Polish
Organisation of Oil Industry and Trade (POPiHN), in the case of diesel oil the grey market may
account for more than 20% of total consumption.

• Taking and promoting legislative measures to
curb the possibility of marketing cheaper fuels
with tax evasion.

Crude processing /
raw material supplies

Risk of disruption to crude processing activities as a result of irregular raw material supplies,
unavailability of pipeline transport or unstable situation in oil-producing countries. Changes
in the parameters of supplied crude may also result in lower yields of ‘white’ products.
The extension of existing and the construction of new refineries in Russia as well as the greater
oil demand in China may limit the availability of crude oil to European customers, which may
affect the supply of the ORLEN Group’s products.

• Diversification of supply sources.
• Adapting production facilities to the processing
of various grades of feedstock.
• Implementing exploration and production projects
with a view to securing own sources of natural
gas and crude oil.

Gas purchases are made by the ORLEN Group under a long-term agreement with PGNiG and
short-term contracts with alternative suppliers. Due to the lack of the pricing mechanisms which
are present on liquid European gas markets, gas prices in Poland may be lower or higher than
those on neighbouring deregulated markets.
With respect to product logistics, the ORLEN Group is largely dependent on local companies,
such as PERN and its subsidiary OLPP in Poland or ČEPRO in the Czech Republic. In terms
of product logistics, the Mažeikiai refinery relies on a single provider of rail transport services
– AB Lietuvos Geležinkeliai.
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KEY RISKS

RISK SCOPE / IMPACT

MEASURES UNDERTAKEN

Risk related to the obligation to achieve the National Indicative Target (NIT), which specifies
the minimum share of biocomponents and other renewable fuels, calculated according to their
calorific value, in the total amount of fuels and liquid biofuels consumed during a calendar
year in the transport sector. If NIT is not met, a penalty of approximately PLN 17.5 thousand
may be imposed for each tonne of biocomponents below the specified minimum amount.
Starting from 2015, all biocomponents used to fulfil the NIT obligation must meet the criteria
of sustainable development. As of the beginning of 2012, fuel producers may use a lowered
NIT, adjusted by a reduction index, which corresponds to 0.85 of the NIT for a given year
if they use in fuel production at least 70% of biocomponents supplied by domestic producers
listed in the producer register of the Agricultural Market Agency. A decision on whether the
NIT reduction mechanism will be maintained for the years 2016-2017 will be made in 2015.

• Meeting a lowered NIT, adjusted by a reduction
index, corresponding to 0.85 of the NIT for
a given year.

Regulatory risks,
including:
• National
Indicative Target
(NIT) costs

Moreover, implementation of the provisions of Directive 2009/30/EC will force fuel producers to
meet the National Reduction Target (NRT) related to a 6% mandatory reduction of greenhouse
gas emissions (GHG) by the end of 2020 compared with 2010.
• CO2 emission
allowances

On February 26th 2014, the European Commission approved a draft list of installations receiving
free CO2 emission allowances and the initial allocations. As the emission allowances allocated
to the ORLEN Group free of charge may be insufficient to meet its regulatory obligations,
it may be necessary for the Group to purchase additional emission allowances at market prices
or to limit production.

• Annual monitoring of CO2 emissions and
the balancing of any deficit/surplus through
intragroup transactions or transactions
on the forward and spot markets.

• industrial
emissions

Risk of exceeding the applicable sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and dust emission standards.
The Industrial Emissions Directive has introduced more stringent sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides
and dust emission requirements as of 2016.

• Building flue gas desulfurization, denitrification and
dust removal units, which will reduce emissions of
sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides by more than 90%.

• ‘Colour’
certificates

‘Colour’ certificates are designed to provide support to utilities producing electricity from
renewable energy sources and in high-efficiency cogeneration. The Act Amending the Energy
Law and Certain Other Acts has reinstated the certificate-based support mechanism for
high-efficiency co-generation until 2018. The risk is related to the amount of ‘colour’
certificates allocated free of charge. The certificates are allocated in an amount corresponding
to the amount of energy produced and the structure of fuel used.

• Building new power generation capacities
(Włocławek and Płock CCGT units) and upgrading
existing assets to develop industrial cogeneration.

• mandatory
stocks

Risk related to higher operating costs. Maintaining mandatory stocks causes the ORLEN Group
to incur additional cost of their financing and storage and may have a non-cash effect on
the Group’s operating performance where changes in market prices lead to revaluation of
the stocks.

• The change in the mandatory stocks system will
have a positive effect, enabling the ORLEN Group
to release capital thus far tied-up in physically
maintained mandatory stocks of crude oil and
fuels.

In 2014, as a part of the implementation of EU legislation, amendments were made to
the laws on the mandatory stock levels. In line with the new regulations, producers and
traders − in exchange for a gradual reduction of the level of physical stocks required to be
maintained for the purpose of stocks held by the Material Reserves Agency (from the equivalent
of 76 days to the equivalent of 53 days of the average daily production of fuels or imports
of crude oil or fuels at the end of December 31st 2017) − are under the obligation to pay,
starting from January 1st 2015, a stocks charge to be applied for the financing and maintaining
of the growing reserves of the Agency. In 2015, the level of mandatory stocks will be reduced
by the equivalent of 8 days, to the equivalent of 68 days, and the stocks charge will amount
to PLN 43 per tonne of crude oil and PLN 99 per tonne of LPG.
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KEY RISKS
• shale gas

RISK SCOPE / IMPACT

MEASURES UNDERTAKEN

The amended Geological and Mining Law established new rules for the shale gas production.
In addition, in March 2014, the Polish Council of Ministers approved a draft Act on Special
Hydrocarbon Tax and on Amendments to the Act on Tax on Production of Certain Minerals
and Certain Other Acts. Pursuant to the above legislative acts, starting from 2020, a special
hydrocarbon tax will be charged on the production of minerals such as crude oil and gas.
Investors will have to pay fees on mineral production at a target rate of 40%. The production
fees will comprise a special hydrocarbon tax, levied at a rate of between 0% and 25%,
depending on the ratio of revenue to expenses, and tax on production of certain minerals,
which will be 3% for conventional gas, 1.5% for unconventional gas, 6% for conventional
crude oil, and 3% for unconventional crude oil. At the same time the mining royalties paid
to communities, counties and provinces, as well as to the National Fund for Environmental
Protection and Water Management, are expected to rise from PLN 6 to PLN 24 per thousand
cubic meters of natural gas, and from 36 to PLN 50 PLN per tonne of crude oil.
In view of the foregoing, the introduction of additional charges under the hydrocarbon law
may affect the economics of the ORLEN Group’s operations in the Upstream segment.

• gas market
liberalisation
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Risk related to the deregulation of the gas market. The potential consequences of the gas
market deregulation for the ORLEN Group may include changes in gas prices resulting from
the abolition of tariffs.

• Gradual reduction of the use of long-term
agreements and building a portfolio of suppliers
based on short-term contracts.

New business
areas

Risk related to the development of new business segments. The upstream and power generation
projects carried out by the ORLEN Group are subject to a number of geological and operational
risks, as well as risks of higher gas prices and adverse regulatory changes, which may prevent
the Group from earning expected profits or expose the Group to temporary losses.

• The Group’s focus on the development of new
business segments, including upstream and
power generation, is aimed at diversifying
the Group’s business, currently concentrated
in the downstream segment.

Operational and
incidental losses

Risk related to the adverse consequence of losses. The ORLEN Group is exposed to the risk
of losses incurred in the course of its operations and the risk of incidental losses.

• A professional insurance programme tailored
to the ORLEN Group’s individual needs.

Court and regulatory
proceedings, tax,
customs and excise
duty inspections

Risk related to the outcome of court proceedings as well as tax, customs and excise duty
inspections. The final outcome of any currently pending or future proceedings may have
an adverse effect on the ORLEN Group’s performance or financial standing.

• Centralisation of legal and advisory services within
the ORLEN Group.
• Cooperation with leading law firms.

Regulatory risk

Risk related to changes in laws and regulations. Changes in existing regulations
or the implementation of new regulations may have a material effect on the ORLEN Group,
its financial position and performance.

• Active participation in consultations on new
laws and regulations applicable to the Group’s
operations.

Risks related
to the stability
and security of IT
systems and data

Risks related to the stability and security of IT systems and data. As the ORLEN Group relies
on complex and advanced IT systems in many areas of its business, to the extent typical
of a corporate organisation, the Group identifies certain risks associated with the proper
operation of IT systems.

• The ORLEN Group applies security measures
for its IT systems which are in line with
the world’s best practices in ICT system security.

RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES

OPPORTUNITIES

D

espite many challenges, the Group’s mid-term growth
prospects are stable. The market environment is dynamic,
with low global economic growth rates and a gradual decline
in demand for fuels in developed countries, driven by improved energy
efficiency. In the years to come, hydrocarbon-based fuels will continue
to dominate in Europe, while the growing demand for petrochemical
products and electricity offers attractive growth opportunities for
the Company in the mid- and long-term perspective.
In the context of the European fuel market, our region has been
considered an area of dynamic growth, especially when compared with
the gradually shrinking Western European markets, where demand
is falling by 1-2% annually. We expect consumption to remain stable
on the Polish market for gasoline. The increasing structural surplus
of domestically-produced gasolines, paired with constant pressures
from importers selling surplus fuel from their own home markets,
is affecting the Polish market and putting pressure on margins. After
a temporary slowdown, diesel oil consumption is expected to grow
by an annual rate of 2-3%, supported by favourable macro conditions.
Furthermore, effective dismantling of the grey market for fuels will
translate into higher domestic consumption.
With its integrated petrochemical, upstream and power generation
operations, the Group benefits from natural hedging, which allows
it to diversify risks and secure stable cash flows. Furthermore, its strong
retail network supports the Group’s business profile and offers good
growth prospects. The Group also boasts robust financial condition,
safe debt ratios and secured access to financing.

can greatly accelerate the pace at which we acquire hydrocarbon
production expertise and capabilities. By taking over Canadian
upstream companies, the Group gained access to producing assets,
but also an opportunity to diversify its assets in terms of geography.
In 2015, 25% of all growth-oriented capex will be spent on production.
Apart from entering into new business segments, ORLEN is also
developing promising areas connected with its current operations.
In 2011, ORLEN launched an advanced PX/PTA unit, introducing
new products and consolidating its market position through
diversification. The PX/PTA unit relies on state-of-the-art technologies,
and its construction was an unprecedented example of know-how
exchange between Polish, Japanese, American and Italian experts,
which is yet to be repeated anywhere in Poland. The ORLEN Group
is also developing its Retail segment through innovative sales and
marketing initiatives. At present, we are expanding the non-fuel
product portfolio using our modern and well-developed retail sales
network. At the same time, we work towards building a strong and
recognisable brand.
In the mid-term perspective, we believe additional growth opportunities
may be provided by innovative projects. In the short term, by 2017,
we plan to carry out a number of initiatives related to the current
value chain and involving the use of advanced technologies. We will
also take steps to identify the most promising innovative projects,
such as development of big data technology, RES or advanced
petrochemical products.

By developing new business areas − power generation and upstream
− we improve our chances for value growth. ORLEN invests in power
generation, taking advantage of the substantial growth potential
of this market segment. At the same time, we are consistently
pursuing investments in upstream projects, as we believe they
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PKN ORLEN SA
ul. Chemików 7, 09-411 Płock, Poland
phone: +48 24 256 00 00
+48 24 365 00 00
fax:
+48 24 367 70 00
www.orlen.pl

Warsaw Ofﬁce:
ul. Bielańska 12, 00-085 Warsaw, Poland
phone: +48 22 778 00 00
fax:
+48 24 367 70 00

Press Ofﬁce:
phone: +48 22 77 80 091
+48 22 77 80 109
+48 22 77 80 110
+48 24 256 92 92
+48 24 256 92 93
e-mail: media@orlen.pl

UNIPETROL, a.s.
Na Pankráci 127, 140 00 Praha 4
phone: +42 225 001 444
fax:
+42 225 001 447
www.unipetrol.cz

ORLEN Lietuva
Akcinė bendrovė ’ORLEN Lietuva’
Juodeikiai, 89467 Mažeikių r., Lietuva
phone: +370 443 9 21 21
fax:
+370 443 9 25 25
www.orlenlietuva.lt

ORLEN Deutschland GmbH
Kurt-Wagener-Straße 7
25337 Elmshorn
phone: +49 [0] 4121 | 47 50 - 0
fax:
+49 [0] 4121 | 47 50 - 4 30 00
www.orlen-deutschland.de

ORLEN Upstream Canada Ltd.
Investor Relations Ofﬁce:
phone: +48 24 256 81 80
+48 24 367 77 11
e-mail: ir@orlen.pl

Suite 400, 850 – 2nd Street SW
Calgary, Alberta T2P 0R8
phone: 403 265-4115
fax:
403 232 8463
www.orlenupstream.ca
Surface Landowner Enquiries:
Laurie Agate
phone: 403 781 1182
e-mail: laurie.agate@orlenupstream.ca
Mineral (Subsurface) Landowner Enquiries:
Lori-Ann Lerner
phone: 403 781 2763
e-mail: lori-ann.lerner@orlenupstream.ca
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